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Tha fcventna Cltlien, In Advaftoa. M Of yMr
Dellvsrod by Carriers, M Mnta
month.

or

all. you college men, remem
ber that If your education, ihe pleasant lives you lead, make you too
fastidious, too sensitive to take part
In the rough hurlyburly of the actual
work of the world, If you become so
overcultlvated, so overreflned that you
can not do the work of practical
politics, then you had better never
have been educated at all The weak
ling and the coward are out of place
In
In a strong and free community.
a republlo like ours the governing
class la composed of the strong men
who take the trouble to do the work
of government; and if you are too
timid or too fastidious or too careless
to do your part In this work, then
you forfeit your right to be consider
ed one of ihe governing and you become one of the governed Instead-- one
of the driven cattle of the political arena. I want you to feel that
it Is not merely your right to take
part In politics, not merely your duty
to the state, but that it is demand
unless
ed by your own
you are content to acknowledge that
you are unfit to govern yourself and
have to submit to the rule of some
body else as a master and this Is
what It means if you do not do your
own part In government.
Like most other things of value,
education Is good only in so far as
it Is used aright, and If It Is mis
used or If It causes the owner to be
so puffed up with pride as to make
him misestimate the relative values
of things it becomes a harm and not,.
benefit. There are few things lews
desirable than the arid cultivation,
the lenrnlng and reflnementVhlch
lead merely to that lntellecrial con1
celt which makes a man Irt a demo
cratlc community like ours noid mm
self aloof from his felVaws and pride
himself upon the weakness which he
mistakes for suptsfclllous strength,
Small Is the use Sf those educated
men who In aft a life meet no one

Above

ROOSEVELT'S
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TO

UNION

HARVARD

TODAY
President of World's Greatest Country
Talks to the Young Students
Where He Studied.
FIRS! APPEAL TO COLLEGE

PRIDE AND

IB

THE

MEMORY

Of Past Achievements by the Graduates of this Venerable
Institution of Learning to Which
He Belonged.

vigor and moral
Feb. 23. Presi- blnatlon of bodily
the quality which go to make up prowess,
dent Roosevelt today delivered to folI trust 1 need not add that in de
Harvard university students the
fending athletics I would not for one
lowing address:
moment be understood as excusing
In speaking here at the Harvard that perversion of athletics which
special
a
say
first
Union I wish to
wuold make It the end of life In
word as one Harvard man to his fel- stead of merely a means of life. It
we
that
feel
men.
I
low Harvard
Is first-clahealtaful play, and Is
can none of us ever be sufficiently useful as such. But play Is not bUBl
for
Higglnson
Colonel
to
grateful
ness, and It is a very poor business
having founded this Harvard Union, Indeed for a college man to learn
man
loyal
Harvard
each
because
nothing but sport. There are ex
should do all ha can to foster In ceptional cases which I do not need
democracy
real
spirit
of
Harvard that
to consider; but disregarding these, I
which will make Harvard men feel can not with sufficient emphasis say
so
solidarity
that
sense
of
vital
the
that when you get through college
they can all Join to work together you will do badly unless you turn
in the things that are of most con- your attention to the Berious work of
cern to the college. It Is Idle to ex- life with a devotion which will ren
pect, nor Indeed would it be desir- der It Impossible for you to pay much
able that there should be, In Harvard heed to sport In the way In which it
a uniform level of taste and associa- is perfectly proper for you to pay
tion. Some men will excel In one heed while in college. Play while you
thing and some In another; some in play and work while you work; and
things of the body, some in things though play is a mighty good thing,
of the mind; and where thousands remember that you had better never
are gathered together each will play at all than to get Into a condition
naturally find some group of spec- of mind where you regard play
ially congenial friends with whom as the serious business of life, or
he will form ties of peculiar social where you permit It to hamper and
groups athletic,
intimacy.
These
Interfere with your doing your full
artistic, scientific, social must in duty
In the real work of the world.
evitably exist My plea is not for
A word also to the students. Ath
their abolition. My plea is that they letlcs
are good; study Is even better
shall be got Into the right focus in
- the
eyes of college men; that the and best of all is the development of
type of character for the lack
relative Importance of the different the which,
in an Individual as In
groups shall be understood when of
of
compared with the Infinitely greater nation, no amount of brilliancy
mind or of strength of body will
life of the college as a whole Let atone.
must do more than
each man have his special associates, produce Harvard
students; yet, after all, she
his special
interests,
his special
fall Immeasurably short of her
studies and pursuits, but let him re will
opportunity unless she
member that he can not get the duty and her
number of true stu
full benefit of life In college If he produces a great scholars.
Moreover,
but specialize; and dents, of true
does nothing
let the students remember that
that, what Is even more Important the
long run in the field of study
V.A nnn
Vila full Hlltv hv t h A
.rtf
upon i
college unless his first and greatest juugmeni must oe re.mereu produced
of first class work
interest Is In the college Itself, in his quality way
of productive scholarship,
associates taken as a mass, and not in the
In any small group. One reason why and that no amount of second class
can atone for failure in tne
I so thoroughly believe in the athletic work
produce this first class
spirit at Harvard is because tha college Ato course
of study Is of little
athletic spirit is essentially demo- work.
deaden Indivicratic. Our chief interest should not worth if it tends to cramp
scholars
lie In the great champions in sport. dual Initiative and
work In the ruts
On the contrary our concern should so that they onlymany
predecessors.
be most of all to widen the base, the worn deep by
will be Judged,
foundation in athletic sports; to en- American scholarship
courage in every way a healthy riv- not by the quantity of routine work
by
alry which Bhall give to the largest produced by routine workers, butoutof students the the small amount of first class
possible number
branch,
chance to take part in vigorous out- put of those who, in whatever
No industry
door games. It is of far more im- stand in the first rank.' combination
portance that a man shall play some- In compilation and in
thing himself, even It he plays it will ever take the place of this first
badly, than that he shall go with hand original work, this productive
work, whether In
creative
hundreds of companions to see some and
The
one else play well; and It is not science, In art. In literature. college
healthy for either students or ath- greatest special function of a
its general
letes If the terms are mutually ex- as distinguished from good
citizenclusive. But even having this aim function of producing
especially in view, It seems to me we ship, should be so to shape conditions
can best attain It by giving proper as to put a premium upon the develencouragement to the champions In opment of productive scholarship, of
creative mind, in any form of
the sports, and this can only be done the
The men whose
by encouraging intercollegiate sport. intellectual work.
As I emphatically disbelieve in see- chief concern lies with the work of
ing Harvard or any other college the student in study, should bear this
turn out mollycoddles Instead of fact ever before them.
So much for what I have to say to
vigorous men, I may add that I do
you purely as Harvard men. Now,
not In the least object to a sport
It Is rough. Kowlng, baseball, a word which applies to you merely
la crosse, track and field games, as it applies to all college men, to
hockey, football are all of them good. all men In this country who have
Moreover, It Is to my mind Blmpte received the benefits of a college edunonsense, a mere confession of weak- cation; and what I have to say on
ness, to desire to abolish a game be- this topic can properly be said uncause tendencies show themselves, or der the auspices of your Political
practices grow up, which prove that club. You here when you graduate
the game ought to be reformed. will take up many different kinds of
Take football, for instance. The pre- work; but there is one work In which
paratory schools are able to keep all of you should take part simply
football clean and do develop the as good American citizens, and that
right spirit In the players without Is the work of
In the first place, that to
the slightest necessity ever arising to
so much as consider the question of take part In the work of government
abolishing it. There is no excuse does not in the least mean of neceswhatever for colleges failing to show sity to hold office. It means to take
the same rapacity, and there is no an Intelligent, disinterested and pracreal need for considering the ques- tical part In the everyday duties of
tion of the abolition of the game. the average citizen, of the citizen who
If necssary, let the college authori- is not a faddist or a doctrinaire, but
ties interfere to stop any excess or who abhors corruption and dislikes
perversion, making their interference Inefficiency; who wishes to see deas little officious as possible, and yet cent government prevail at home,
as rigorous as Is necessary to with genuine equality of opportunity
achieve the end But there Is no for all men so far as it can be brought
Justification for stopping a thorough- about; and who wishes, as far as forly manly sport because It Is someeign matters are concerned, to see
times abused, when the experience this nation treat all other nations,
every
preparatory
good
school great and small, with respect, and if
of
shows that the abuBe is in no Bhape need be with generosity, and at the
necessarily attendant upon the game. same time show herself able to proWe can not afford to turn out of tect herself by her own might from
college men who shrink from phy- any wrong at the hands of any outsical effort or from a little physical side power.
pain In any republlo courage Is a
Each man here should feel that he
prime necessity for the average citi- has no excuse, as a citizen In a demzen if he Is to be a good citizen; ocratic republic like ours, if he falls
and he needs physical courage no to do his part in the government. It
less than moral courage, the courage is not only his right so to do, but his
that dares as well as the courage duty; his duty both to the nation and
that endures, the courage that will to himself. Each should feel that,
fight valiantly alike against the foes if he falls in this, he is not only failof the soul and the foes of the body. ing In his duty but is showing himIn self In a contemptible light.
A man
Athletics are good, especially
their roughest forms, because they may neglect his political duties becourage.
Is
lazy,
They cause he
too
too selfish, too
tend to develop such
are good also because they encourage shortsighted, or too timid; but whatmay
be it is certaina true democratic spirit; for in the ever the reason
athletic field the man must be Judged ly an unworthy reason, and It shows
worse than a
or
not with reference to outside and either a weakness
accidental attributes, but to that corn- - weakness In the man's character.

Harvard,

Mass.,
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DUNNE IS AGAIN LOOK OUT FOR EVELYN THAW IS HAVE YOU

self-respe-

but themselves.and

gather

In

par

lors to discuss yrong conditions which
they do not understand and to advo
cate remedied which have the prime
The
defect of being unworkable
Judgment on practical affairs, politi
men
who
cal and social, of educated
keeD aloof from the conditions of
apt
valueless
to
be
Is
practical life.
to those other men who do really
wage effective war against the forces
of baseness and of evil. From the
political standpoint education is
harm and not a benefit to the men
whom It serves as an excuse for re
fusing to mingle with their fellows
and for standing aloof from the broad
sweep of our national life in a curi
ously Impotent spirit of fancied su
nerlorlty.
The political wronghead
edness of such men is quite as great
as that of wholly uneducated men
and no people could be less trust
worthy as critics and advisors. The
educated man who seeks to console
himself for his own lack of the robust qualities necessary to bring success in American politics by moaning
over the degeneracy of the times Instead of trying to better them, by
railing at the men who do the actual
work-- of political life Instead of trying himself to do the work, Is a poor
creature, and, so far as his feeble
powers avail, is a damage and not a
help to the country. You can come
far short of this disagreeable standard
and still be a rather useless memuer
of society. Your education, your cultivation, will not help you If you
make the mlstnke of thinking that It
is a substitute for instead of an addition to those qualities which in the
struggle of life bring success to the
ordinary man without your advantages. Your college training confers
no privilege upon you save as tested
by the use you make of It. It puts
upon you the obligation to show yourselves better able to do certain things
than your fellows who have not had
your advantages.
If it has served
merely to make you believe that you
are to be excused from effort In after
life, that you are to be excused from
contact with the actual world of men
and events, then It will prove a curse
and not a blessing. If on the other
hand you treat your education as a
weapon the more In your hands, a
weapon to fit you to do better in the
hard struggle of effort, and not as
excusing you In any way from taking part In practical faBhlon In that
struggle, then It will be a benefit to

MRMIMAKn
MAYOR

life.

During the last few years much
good has been done to the people of
but this has been
the Philippines;
done, not by those who merely inluxury of adpersonal
dulged in the
vocating for the islands a doctrinaire
liberty which would have meant their
(Continued on Page Five.)
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So Says Professor on Verge She Certainly Needed the Hol At the Territorial Capital.
Chicago Democrats-H- ar
of Vesuvius. Who
iday Recess of the
rison Having Drawn Out of
Where All But the LoneWatches Events.
the Race Against Him.
some Minority Are
Court.

By

SULLIVAN FOLLOWING

'RES

ENT AND DEGICED

KINGSTON

FELT

ANOTHER

SHOCK BUT NONE KILLED

EVENT

AND SIMILAR

New York, Feb. 23. Evelyn Thaw
sadly needed the three days' grace
brought by the holiday from District
Attorney Jerome's searching examin
ation.
That she is suffering greatly
under the ordeal Is plainly apparent.
and some fears are expressed that
she may not be able to withstand the
trying situation still before her.
It Is not believed that Jerome will
finish with the witness under two
days more.
Today reports have been revived
that Jerome Is nearly ready to bring
his application for a lunacy com
mission to examine the defendant
It Is said he has examined Thaw's
family physicians and family history
and has become convinced that
Thaw Is now Insane.
Both Thaw and his wife are great'
ly concerned about the report; but
no matter what Is the outcome of
the trial, Evelyn will receive $300,000
as a reward for testifying for her
husband. She refused to say a word
about It, but Lawyer Gleason denied
It emphatically.
Don't Want Commission.
Any attempt made by Jerome to
have a commission In lunacy appoint
ed to examine Thaw will be vigor
ously opposed by Thaw's attorneys,
according to a statement made today
by Attorney Peabody. The announce
ment was called forth by the per
sistently repeated rumors that It is
Jerome's Intention to apply for such
commission as soon as he completes
of Drs. BIng
his
ham and Deemar, alienists.
Mrs. Thaw visited hir husband
early today and remained the full
She
three hours allowed visitors.
appeared In better condition physl
cally than yesterday.

--

23.-Th-

bent
Treasurer John F. Traeger.

City Clerk Thomas F. Little.
These were made by acclamation,
the Hearst Dunne people and the fol
Committeeman
lowers of National
Roger Sullivan having reached an
agreement to that effect.
Before the convention met Carter
Harrison withdrew as a candidate for
the mayoralty.
--

FOR SWIM
MING CHAMPIONSHIP.
New York, Feb. S3. H. J. Handy,
of Chicago, who holds most of the
American swimming records not held
by C. M. Daniels, will meet his rival
at 1.000 yards at the dual meet of
the Chicago Athletic association and
the New York Athletic club here to
night. The rivalry between Handy
and Daniels has reached an acute
stuge and it Is expected that the rec
ord will go. Daniels has few, If any,
equals In the world at sprinting dis
tances, while Handy Jis better over
the distance. There are other Impor
tant events scheduled for the meet,
Including SO and 100 yards champion
ship races. The entries are very
large and there Is little doubt that
the event will be the greatest In tue
history of American swimming.
MK.ICT

Kingston Shook Again.
Kingston,
23. A violent
Feb.
earthquake shock occurred yesterday.
which caused quite a scare. It was
the heaviest since the disaster of
January 14. No loss of life occurred
but several damaged buildings col
lapsed.
Domb Miscarried.
Odessa, Feb. 23. A bomb was
thrown beneath the carriage of the
chief of police, Colonel Von Oeaase
berg, as he was driving In the center
of the city this afternoon.
The ex
plosion of the bomb wrecked the
carriage, severely injuring the chief
and shattering windows in the houses
In the neighborhood.
The would-b- e
assassin escaped.

PENNSYLVANIA S

ONE MAN

T. C. DeShon Wagon ReposI
tory Destroyed. With All

No One Was to Blame as Ac
cident Was Caused by
Break In Machinery.

Its Contents.

f'

t
t
t

-

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Feb. 23. The
blacksmith shop and carriuge repository owned by T. C. DeShon
of Albuquerque, fifty wagons,
owned by the Chas. Ilfeld Co. of
Las Vegas, and several hundred
dollars worth of tools, owned by
Harry Fenton, were destroyed
here early this morning by a fire
that for a while threatened to
wipe out the whole city. The
Harvey house across the railroad
tracks north was badly scorched
and the livery and feed stables
of Harry Coddington, across the
alley south, were saved only by
the heroic work of the Gallup
fire department, assisted by the
Santa Fe hose department. The
building occupied by John Stol- lek's saloon was badly damaged.
The total loss is about $10,000,
which la covered by very little
Insurance. Origin of fire is not
known.

ty-fo-

HACK COXFKKKNCE

1IEI.I) IS THK SOUTH,
Columbia, S. C, Feb. 23. There
are upwards of 3,000 delegates from
all parts of the country In this city
today to attend the conference of the
colored people which will be held
In the First Calvary Baptist church
tonight.
Rev. Ho ker T. Washing
ton and Rev. Richard Carroll will
be the principal speakers. Matters
of vital Importance to the colored
race will be discussed, but it Is understood that several questions before the public at present will not
be dealt with.
AMBASSADOR

imvcn

ARIUVKS AT WASHINGTON'.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. James
Bryce, the new British ambassador
to the United State?, accompanied by
Mrs. Bryce, arrive! here this forenoon from New York. He will call
on President Roosevelt tomorrow and
present his credentials.
HARRY

WOODS
IN

SHOT

FIGHTJT

tin tit tatif rtn
Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.

t

tittttHiUMOl

te

ex-sta-

Cone-niaug-

THOREAO

Thoreuu, N. M., Feb. 23.
During a fight, which took place
here last night, Harry Woods
was shot and it is feared, mort- ally wounded by Julian Lopez.
IjOpes escaped U the woods af- ter the shooting. It is under- Btood that Woods was fighting
with another native, when Lo- pes "butted in" with a gun.

Pa., Feb. 23. The
Johnstown,
Pennsylvania special fast eighteen
hour train on the Pennsylvania raUl
road between New York and Chicago
was wrecked at Black Diamond, Pa
seven miles east of Johnstown, shortly
after midnight. From forty to fifty
were Injured and twelve are reported
missing. The train was running 60
miles an hour and was 35 minutes
late. When rounding a sharp curve
at Black Diamond the whole train
swayed. The engine and smoker re
malned upon the tracks but all the
Pullmans left the rails and plunged
down a sixty-foembankment. Rail
road officials refuse to give any In
formation, but It Is reported that fif
passengers were on the train
when it left Altoona, and only forty,
It Is said, are accounted for. It Is be
lleved the missing are dead In the
wreckage in the river, into which the
train plunged. The wreck was caused
by what Is termed by railroad men as
an unavoidable accident. Brake rig
glng upon the first Pullman, following
combination coach upon the train
right
dropped down and tore up
rail for a distance of 300 yards.
Among the Injured are a number o
prominent people Including Frederick
A. Busse, pastmaster of Chicago; Fe
llx Isman, theatrical proprietor, Phil
adelphia, seriously; J. Wood Wilson,
Marlon, Ind.; Llghtner Henderson o
Chicago of the firm of Purdy & Hen
derson, civil engineers; George S.
Wood, manager Colonial theater, Chicago, seriously; J. J. Kern,
attorney, Chicago, seriously.
How It Happened.
Pittsburg. Pa, Feb. 23. A statement given out from, the train dispatcher's office of the Pennsylvania
railroad gives the following account
of the accident:
One of the bol'.s holding up the
brake rlggtng unler ilie engino
snapped, with the result that the
brake shoes were let down on thi
rails. One of the brake shoes got
under one of the main driving wheels
and partlty derailed the big engine.
About 300 yards of the tracks were
torn up, after which the engine left
dragged
with
and
the track
it
three cars. These cars slipand
ped down an embankment
landed on their sides in the
river, submerging them to a
depth of about two feet. There were
fifty-fopassengers on board, and
all were more or less Injured. The
more seriously Injured were taken tAltoona and all the passengers have
been accounted for.
Only One Fatally Injured.
Altoona, Feb. 23. So far as can be
learned from the Pennsylvania officials here, no one was killed In the
flyer near
wreck of the eighteen-hou- r
Johnstown last night.
One one passenger, John F. jili.ie, postmaster of
Juliet, 111., was fatally Injured.
ot

iijtitintirtifii

'

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 23. "Ilava
you been Journalized yet?" Is becom
ing a familiar query about tha capl- tol. Nearly every member, with tha
exception of the "lonesome seven" la
the house, has come In for his share
Here In Santa Fe the matter Is regarded In the light of a Joke, and tha
dally grist of verbosity received In tha
Albuquerque morning paper Is looked
upon as one of the diversions of tha
session.
The exclusion of the Journal's rep
resentatlve from the house was not
Instituted because of the paper's antl- republican attitude, as the Journal
would like to have the public be
lieve, but because tha correspondent
In question had taken the liberty ot
willfully and knowingly misrepre
senting several members, and making
personal
and
his correspondence
libelous to a degree which the par
lies assauea couia not dui reseni.
The resolution ejecting the corres
pondent was so framed as to refer
only to the present reporter, and only
bceause he had repeatedly violated
the ethics of the profession as recnewspaper
ognized by
men.
"The course pursued by the Albuquerque Morning Journal In reporting
the doings of the legislature and ot
Its members." said a well known
member of the house today, "Is arousing not only the enmity of those attacked, but the disgust and amusement of the entire body.
The Journal, posing as the advocate of the
governor's Interests, sent Its representative hera with tha evident purpose of 'stirring up things.'
Before
the legislature was fairly organised
Its correspondent was sending out
wild stories, couched in such a manner as to suggest gubernatorial ap'Frisco is netting lllgli.
proval, and It la recognized among
San Francisco, Feb. 23. In pool the governor's closest friends thai
rooms along Fillmore street, where these stories put him In a false light
bets are placed on fights and races, In many quarters, and have handihand books are being kept on the capped him in
for harmony in
Thaw case, the prevailing odds being the work of theefforts
session.
With ama2 to I that the trial will result In
teurish loquacity the correspondent
conviction.
of the Journal proceeded to lambaste
everybody and everything good, bad
I.KGAL SQUABBLE
and Indifferent that did not line up
OVF.K MISF.HS HOARD with the prescribed program of the
Rome, N. Y.. Feb. 23. A remark governor.
For a legislator to exable suit Is being argued here today press any sentiment at variance with
Frederick Calder, the lines laid down by the governor's
before
appointed referee to take evidence in message was at once hailed as a trait
the contest over the estate of Judson ot anarchy, treason and graft, and
Ward, a reputed miser, who died the unfortunate Individual who had
leaving a vast sum of money, which dared lift his voice to speak his own
on behalf of hi humble opinion was heralded as a
is now claimed
nephews black sheep unfit for the ken of the
adopted son. Thirty-thre- e
and nieces dispute the claim and are elect."
seeking to huve the property equal
It Is a matter of considerable mirth
ly distributed.
The evidence showed among
the capital gosslpcrs here that
on
lived
a
crackers
few
Ward
that
thus
but seven members of the
far
day
for
a
each
cheese
little
and
house
have
been found worthy of tha
years
and
death
before
his
number of
Journal's approbation, and there ara
was thought by all who knew him to hints
there are dangerous sympIn toms that
be In very poor circumstances.
of
the Immortal Llttlefleld
111
thought
and
1889 he was taken
Ruppe being excluded from the fold
he was going to die. As he wanted of the select Into
outer darkness and
to leave his money to some person
If he dosn't quit enteroutside his relatives, who had de- annihilation
taining a few "practical" sentiments
serted him, he sent for a Miss Suits, with regard
to getting action on some
whom he knew, and married her. He of his constituents' bills.
got well, however, owing to his wife's
The Journal Is apparently little
careful nurBing but they did not live concerned
The worse
happily owing to this penurious things go as to results.
Bernalillo county the
After being married three better will for
habits.
its purpose be suited, so
years Ward adopted a boy from the
can take up the cry after the sesGeneral Home Society of Chicago. it
sion, "the gang, the gang, the gang
The boy was the son of Rose R. did it!"
There is a belief here that
Roberts and Joshua Ladue, both of if
things should go well for BernaBuffalo and the contestants claim lillo county
during the present sesthat his parents were not married sion the Journal
would have its most
whea he was born, and that consepowder dampened and that
quently the old man was tricked and explosive
is striving to instill enough stiffthe boy not entitled to the property, It
according to the laws of this state. ness Into the vertebrae of Bernalillo
representatives to induce
On Ward's decease an Inventory of county's
them to stand out against every
his effects was made when It was measure,
by
found that he had stocks to the value anybody, good or bad, proposed
with the idea of "showing"
of over $250,000. Mrs. Ward. If the
people Of Bernalillo county what
adoption stands. Is entl'.led to only the gang
did to them.
of the proper'y left by hef the
During the last week It has been
husband, then If the doplion Is set
hinted around that the governor Is
aside she will get our h'if of It. She becoming
tired of the Journal's conA
Is now taking care of the boy.
tinual propensity fur "stirring up
few weeks after h.i husband's death things;"
that he recognizes the fact
she purchased a handsome home, and
one of the finest driving outfits In that for the Journal to pose as his
making a
the city. She is living in high style mouthpieceanyIs not only
of
efforts being made to
but no one appears to blame her mess
for since her marriage to Ward she "get together." but Is making him
had a very hard time of it and for a enemies in both houses and weakenlung time supported herself and the ing support throughout the territory.
as the governor's
boy by working as a milliner.
The For a paper posing
up a maligning editor
whole question depends on the le organ to wind
gality of the boy who is now four- ial with some such remark as "We
teen years old, having been six at are forced toIs admit that such a view
not complimentary to
of the case
the time of his adoption.
a majority of the council," does not
tend to promote harmony with a body
Fourteen Out of III.
men who have been chosen from
Hook of Holland. Feb. 23. In the of
early hours this morning three re- among the leaders tn their various
maining survivors were taken off the communities: and who have every reason to be regarded as of equal abilwrecked steamer Berlin by the sani) ity,
ami equal and moral and politilife craft which has done splcudi
with the governor or any
work during the past sixty hours. cal fibre
All three are women.
This makes other man on the face of the earth.
that the Journal chooses
the number saved fifteen out if 141 to The fact practically
defame
the whole legwho were on the vessel.
islature because It sees that Its own
puny efforts at organizing a political
Crew of t:igliteeii lrm iiel.
following hae met with Ignominious
d
Copenhagen, Feb. 23. The
Norwegian vessel Timau went defeat, unci that its influence In the
of tlu- legislature Is nil, together
ashore off Fjaltrlng. on the west toast halls
of Jutland, yesterday.
The lesstl with the fuel that its unpc rslou are
was totally wrecked and the crew uf
eighteen members were drowned.
(Continued on page four.)
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WRECK KILLS
BON CITY

OUTLAWS

risco Pool Rooms Are Betting According to Morning Paper of
Two to One on Outcome
This City Which Is Doing Town
of the Trial.
and Territory Damage.

aPw.s
LEAD 4 DECK.
London, Feb. IS. The Mall pub
ltshes a Rome dispatch which says
that Prof. Matteuccl, of the Vesuvius
observatory, Is declaring that to
wards the end of March the sub'
stance of a new comet, discovered by
Marchette, will come In contact with
the earth's atmosphere, with consequences probably dangerous to tha
earth. The professor Is of the opln
Ion that the danger will be brief, but
It may be acute. If the earth comes
Into a collision with the comet's tall,
the earth's atmosphere may possibly
cause Ignition and destroy life.

e
Chicago, Feb.
democratic
city convention today made the following nominations:
Mayor Edward F. Dunne, lncum

RIVALS

GRAFTERS, HORSE THIEVES

DEFENSE WILL OPPOSE

The Man Most Offensive to Bryan Bombs Continue to be Thrown tn
Towns of Russia, and ThrowShows His Vitality In
ers Make Their Escape.
Illinois Politics.

you.

Let each of you college men remember in after life that In (the
fundamentals he Is very much like
his fellows who have not been to college, and that if he Is to achieve results, Instead of confining himself exclusively to disparagement of other
men who have achieved them, he
must manage to come to some kind
of working agreement with these fel
lows of his.
There are times of
course when It may be the highest
duty of a citizen to stand alone or
practically alone. But if this is a
man's normal attitude if normally
he Is unable to work in combination
with a considerable body of his fellows It is safe to set him down as
unfit for useful service in a democracy. In popular government results
worth having can only be achieved
by men who combine worthy Ideals
with practical good sense; who are
resolute to accomplish good purposes,
but who can accommodate themselves
to the give and take necessary where
work has to be done, as almost all
Important work must necessarily be
done, by combination. Moreover, remember that normally the prime object of political life should be to
achieve results and not merely to issue manifestoes save of course where
the Issuance of such manifestoes
helps to achieve the results.
It is
a very bad thing to be morally callous,
for moral callousness Is disease. But
Inflammation of the conscience may
be Just as unhealthy so far as the
public is concerned; and If a man's
conscience is always telling him to do
something foolish he will do well to
mistrust Its workings. The religious
man who is most useful Is not he
whose sole care is to save his own
soul, but the man whose religion bids
him strive to advance decency and
clean living and to make the world
a better place for his fellows to live
In; nnd all this Is Just as true of the
ordinary citizen In the performance
of the ordinary duties of political
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'ALBUQUERQUE

f Agb Twa
as there Is no dispute of the fact that
the chief handicap of the city Infant
In Its light for life Is Impure milk.
Much tins been done In the way of
ily Ml Weekly y
Improved tenements, thorough saniTie Citizen Publishing Company tary Inspection, systematic education
of mothers,
the diligent work of
I NiWIUa for tmnaWn tkmek the visiting nurses and physicians, and
as hmm aaa wlut.
philanthropic and health department
efforts of various kinds to Improve
the condition of children, but the one
fundamental peril of the child, the
milk supply, has remained unimproved.
The milk wngnn dally disseminates bacteria by the billions and
the babies die while with an equalOFFICIAL PAPER FOR
ly pure milk supply, the city baby's
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE chance for life would be better than
that of the country child, but Infected milk throws the balance' the
other way and rolls up the death-ratIt Is to be hoped that these
alarming figures will spur on the Impending reform, hurry the opening
of Infant milk depots, and compel
the pasturizatlon of milk so as to
give the little ones a fair chance to
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CHINA

TOWN

IN

W YORK

PART OF CANADA

WILL LOSE
EIGHTY
Per Cent of Its Cattle Because
of Severe Weather and

Scarcity of Food.

dr. branderTaithews

live.

DOOMED

Sharp Shod Horse.
In the country districts and In
cities throughout this state no one
attempts to move a load In my
horses,
wenther with smooth-sho- d
but in little old New York no horses
are sharp-shoand many are compelled to work shoe worn as smooth
and shiny as a pair of skates.
.ie
question that Is dally suggesting Itself to every lover of animals, as he
Sees horses falling Is, If something
cannot be done to prevent the barbarous abuse of the most faithful
animal we have, whose painful efforts at present to do. their work
have excited the pity and Indignation
of every horse lover, and brought a
blush of shame to every one who
Imagined himself a resident of a
civilized community.
The drivers
are often heartless and cruel, but
they are by no mean so much at
fault as the owners who send them
out, with heavy loads and smooth
shod teams, expecting them to o
the ordinary day's work. Surely the
brutality of the past few days cannot endure for ever, and there is no
doubt but the person who would take
Initial steps to have a lew passed to
compel owners of draught horses to
have them properly shod when the
streets are Icy, would have the
thanks of the citizens at large.
d,

Strenuous War Inaugurated
Against PicKpockets. New
York's Greatest Pest.
HEW JERSEYHANGMAN
LACKS ONEOF A HUNDRED

Infant Death Rate in New York
City Appalls trie Entire Country
by its Magnitude.
New York. Feb., 23. Chinatown
f New York Is to be wiped out of
existence and Its place given to a
public park.
The flat has gone
forth and In the near future Pell
and Mott streets, the home of the
chop suey and
and oriental
made In Connecticut, will become things of the past.
"Wiping out a plague spot," Is one
of those adjustable, resounding, ear
filling
phrases,
frequently
that
drown the sound of the small voice
of common sense. If the obliteration of Chinatown has been classed
ae a triumph of civic purification we
are not told what Is to follow. Every
student of human nature knows that
the scattering and Isolation of Individual Chinese would be Impracticable, even If desired. They are a peculiar class of clannish people and every
townf or city, where they have,
squatted there is a Chinatown.
Wherever the Cantonese are gathered together there will be gambling, opium smoking and an occasional murder by order of the tongs,
and the question naturally arises
where will be the site for these performances, as well as for the establishment of their shops, restaurants
and joss houses, when the present
Chinatown is no more.
In what
part of the city will the squatting
"'
place
take
when the great exodus
commences? In what other section
city
can they found a new
of the
Chinatown where so little harm will
by
be done
their vices and unhygenlc
habits as Is done in the city off the
Bowery T The projectors
of this
useless park never thought of this
but the people of New York have a
right to know.
n,
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Fcrnlnut the Pickpockets.
Pickpockets have got so numerous
In this city that the police and several of the magistrates, now strongly favor the bill killed twice In Al- -.
tuiy, and Introduced again this year,
which empowers the magistrate to
treat convicted pickpockets as vagrants, and lock them up for six
months when they are found In
crowds or in public conveyances.
Inspector McLaughlin states that
there are no less than 12,000 pickpockets and crooks of all sorts at
large In this city, and. though the
police make from 30 to 80 arrests
a day of men known to be
and to be practicing their
trade they are mostly In all cases
turned loose from the police courts.
When the prigs are arrested and
"caught with the goods" they set up
a howl In court and say they are
being hounded by the police, and
strange to say people are tender
hearted enough to believe them.
There Is no doubt but if a criminal
has the slightest intention of reform-rt- g
the police do all in their power
to assist him, but so glaring is the
conduct of certain magistrates in discharging offenders, against
whom
there is clear proof, that the police
are now becoming more or less careless, with the result that the public
ta sufTerng to an extent never known
In the history of the city The police
say that schools are maintained in
the east side oi the city for the training of pickpockets, and this must be
true, for in the daily line up of suspects at police headquarters numbers
of boys from 12 to 15 years take
their stund side by side with hardened
light-fingere- d,

No More Hangman.
A sorrowful man today Is Van
Ilise, the official hangman of the
state of Ney Jersey, for after the

first of March, like Othello, his occupation
will be gone.
Van Hlse,
who was sent to every sheriff in the
state of New Jersey, for ufter the
hanging murderers
doesn't at all
like the new law substituting electricity for the rope, as he really took
pride in his work and like "the gentleman of Paris" often dilated on
the beauty and sympathy of a neat
"polishing off" of a culprit. He has
his own gullows and it Is stated, that
he notches It every time he (tends a
soul into eternity, like a duelist nicks
his pistol when he lands a fresh
victim We are told that Van Hlse
has 59 notches on his gallows frame
and hoped to make it a hundred, as
John D. Rockefeller longs to round
up his age to par. Only give him
condemned
murderers enough and
Van Hlse will realize his ambition
In
nobody
for
New Jersey envies him
his
mission of life.
Appalling lufant Mortality.
Figures, appalling in their significance, have Just been published by
the board of heallh giving the infant
mortality in this city for one month
as 1,63 or 1,248 over the total of
deaths of children In the rest of the
Btate with an almost ecjuul population. These figures give startling
emphasis to the demand for the
of the city's milk

mil Posters Prosecuted.
attempt has at last been made
to prevent the exhibition of most
An

objectionable posters which have of
late been flooding this city, and catch
the eye at every Btreet corner and
hoarding one passes A presecution
Is now pending against the American
Bill Posting company
for having
caused to be posting posted In the
posters
city
Inclined to inflame the
mind of the young The posters objected to represented the plays "The
Millionaires Kevenge," which It is
said was found on the Thaw-Whitragedy and which according to the
complainants In the case "tended to
Incite the minds of acts of Immorality and familiarize the minds of
young persons
with the same."
Judge Welkin, of the children's
court, has strongly
endorsed
the
movement to do away with the
posters as he said many o..
the children enough before him had
said they had stolen money In order
to witness some such shows.
WILLIAM PARKINSON.
te

Neighbors Got Fooled.

"I was literally coughing myself

to

death, and had become too weak to
leave my bed; and neighbors predicted that I would never leave it alive,
but. they got fooled, for thanks be to
God, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It took Just four
one dollar bottles to completely cure
the cough and restore me to good
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva Un- capher, of Grovertown, Stark county,
Indiana.
This king of cough and
cold cures, and healer of throat and
lungs. Is guaranteed by all druggists.
150 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

Til HOWS STKKRS

WITH HIS TKKTII.

LECTURES ON A EOSSIL

San Diego Plants Large Numbe of
Trees In Honor of Her

Pioneers.
Ottawa, Feb. 23. Reports from
Saskatchewan and Alberta state the
ranchers are In an awful plight ow
lng to the extremely severe weather
and the scarcity of food for their
cattle. It Is calculated that eighty
per cent of the cattle will be lost
Cattle are lying dead within view of
the railroad trains passing through
the country, and horses are also
suffering severely. It Is feared that
the heavy losses of stock this7 year will
complete the route of the ranchers
and that hundreds of them will go
to the wall in spring unless the'
government comes to their aid.
INTERESTING REUC FROM
FRE-AAMITE PERIOD,
New York, Feb. 23. In the Cooper
Union Thursday night Dr. B. Mat
thews, of the American Museum of
Natural History, gave a very Inter
esting lecture on the fossil remains
of the reptile now known to scien
tists as a sanranodon.
There was
a large number of scientists present
as the discovery of the remains of
the reptile has attracted considerable
attention both In this country and
abroad. To illustrate his lecture Dr.
Matthews had a planter cast of the
restored reptile on view. He described it as being the most ancient form
of life known to science as it inhibited the earth during the Permian period, thirteen or more million years ago. It Is the oldest fossil
In the world, and was found In northern Texas in 1876. The reptile was
carnivorous, about ten feet long and
three and a half feet high.
D
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ion tit Publlo Schools," "Educational
Advance In Texas," etc. On these

subjects the discussions were led by
Gov. Campbell, Hon. Theo. Harris,
Hon. C. Housley, Hon. E. O. Bcnter,
Professor Houston, of the University;
Professor Harrington, of the Agricultural and Mechanical college;
President Cooper of Simons college,
Abilene; Superintendent
Horn, of
Houston, and Hon. R. B. Cousins,
state superintendent of public
CONVENTION OF OHIO
REPUBLICAN CLUBS HELD.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 23. There was
a very large attendance at the annual convention of the members of
the Ohio State Republican clubs,
which took place yesterday. An address of welcome to the delegates was
delivered by Hon. D. O. Morrow and
they were Wso welconyed by the
mayor of the city, Hon. Edward J.
Dempsey. The annual address was
made by Hon. Asa W. Jones, presl
dent Ohio Republican league. Gen
eral B. R. Cowen spoke on remin
iscences of the days of Lincoln, and
Hon. A. Stephens reviewed the poli
tical situation.
The delegates will
attend the Stamina league banquet
tonight, in honor of Washington's
birthday, at which J. Adam Bede, the
wit of congress, will deliver an address. United States Judge John K.
Richards will talk of Lincoln, and
Judge James B. Swing will have for
his topic "George Washington." The
other speakers were Senator For- aker, Colonel
Leopold Markbreit,
Judge Jacob Brotmvell and Colonel
C. D. Firestone.
FLOUR MILLS t'liOSK ACCOUNT WHEAT SHORTAGE.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 23. Owing
to the great scarcity of wheat all
over the country the flour mills are
nearly all shut down. During the
past month little or no flour has
been produced and all the native
wheat that remains is being sold at
$18 per 300 pounds.
A movement
made recently to reduce the duty on
American wheat will be brought before the government this afternoon
or tomorrow. It Is confidently hoped
that the government will Issue a
removing the duty on foreign
wheat until such time, at least, as
this year's native crop reaches the
market. Last year there was a simi
lar scarcity and the duty was removed with the result that a great quantity of American wheat was Imported.
The scarcity Is due to the greatly increased consumption of white bread
by the Mexican people.
ue-cr-

MINING COMPANY'
DIVIDENDS ARE LARGE.
London, Feb. 23. The Rand Gold
Mining companies of South Africa,
according to returns lssuea today,
paid dividends during the year 1906
to the amount of $27,086,838.
This
constitutes a record. The total divipaid
dends
since the South African
war amount to $97,855,432.
South
African mines not in the Rand dispaid
dividends for the year
trict
PLANTING MEMORIAL TREES
One dia
AT SAN DIEGO, CAL. amounting to $82.1.374.
San Diego, Cal., Feb. 23. The an- mond mine, the de Beers, paid $1,- $600,-00265,000;
companies
the coal
nual exercise of the Fraternal Grove
and the. financial corporations
association are taking place In the
city park here today. A very large $5,862,000.
number of trees are being planteu in
memory of members of this patriotic
association. The young tree known NO SALOONS TOR
as the Robin Hood larder oak, from
Sherwood forest, England, which was
BURRRO MIMING CAMP
presented to the city by the grand
chief ranger of the FoVestera Is
growing vigorously.
MINE OPERATORS OPPOSE SA- LOOXS, AND JUDGE PARKER
AMERICANS TO GROW
ILS ORDERED
FRUIT IN MEXICO.
Seattle, Wash.. Feb. 23. A comOF LICENSE.
pany of capitalists has been formed
here for the purpose of fruit culti- Special to The Evening Citizen:
vation in Mexico on a large scale.
Silver City, N. M.. Feb. 23. In a
The company has just closed a deal decision recently rendered by Judge
o,
for a large tract of land near
In the mandamus
Frank W.
and operations will be com- proceedings Parker
against
of Owen &
menced Immediately. Limes, lemons, the clerk of the board ofOwen
county compineapples, oranges,
bananas
and missioners, to compel said clerk to
other tropical fruits will be grown, Issue the firm a saloon license for
and a steamship line will be established between Mexico and Vancouver the Burro mining camp, the judo
held that the license could not be
or Seattle.
Oscar Brown, of Vanbecause the saloon would not
couver, B. C, E. T. Barnette,
the Issued
Portland
G.
L. be located In a town of 100 or more
Campbell, Portland; J. D. Tredholme, persons. The mining companies op
president of the Northwestern Steam- erating In the Burro mountains op
ship company, and others are Iden- pose the opening of saloons In their
camps.
tified with the project.
HAND
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DIRECTIONS FOR HOME
MADE

BLOOD

MEDICINE

A leading
Journal in nniu'crin.
the question. "What !
ih. k..
prescription to clean and purify the
uiuuu.prima in a recent issue the
following: Fluid Extract of Dandelion one-ha- lf
Ounce. Pomnnnn
gon one ounce. Compound Syrup
three ounces. Shake well
no- and use In teasDonnful rinaos
each meal and at bedtime.
A well known local ilriivrB-lunhn I.
familiar with this nrescrlntlon. otai.
that It Is harmless, being composed
oi vegeiuoie Ingredients, which can
be obtained from any good prescription pharmacy.
It cleans the blood of all lm.
purities and nourishes the blood.
Ill Just a few (lava Iha oH
k..
gins to clear of sores, bolls and pim
ples,
it puts vigor and energy into
debilitated men and woman. For manV Venra
ran r.a .Ilia
alone has been considered a good
blood medicine. Hut while it built up
and made new blood, the impurities
remained within and the good accomplished was only temporary.
Sarsa-parlllhowever, when nno.i in
m
blnatlon with Compound Kargon and
r.xir.tci wanuellim works wonders.
This combination puts the kidneys to
work to filter and sift out the waste
matter, Uric add anil nthpr Imroirl- ties that cause disease. It makes new
blood und releves rhenmntum
m,i
lame back and bladder troubles.
prescription
Is better than the
nils
usual patent medicines, uhlih Dm In
the most part alcoholic concoctions.
The ingredients cost but little. They
may be procured from anv irnnj
pharmacist and mixed at home. Kvery
man ana woman here shoiiM mnk
some up and try It If they feel their
system requires a good blood medicine and tonic.
The Kargon to clean the, kiilnevs
and vitalize them so they can clean
the blood, Karsaparlll.--i to make new
run blood and Dandelion to tone, tha
stomach, clean the liver and make it
active and relieve constipation Is the
way the prescription acts and so
mildly and gently that one does not
consider they ure taking a medicine.
I.--

TWO NEW SECTIONS OF
MEXICAN ROAD OPENED. SANTA ROSA PARTIES
Tucson, Ariz., Feb. 23. President
Epes Randolph, of the Cananea,
SHY $350; BAD CHECK
Taqul River & Pacific railroad, has
announced that two additional sections of the road are now open to
FEDERAL
OFFICER
general traffic.
The parts of the PKEURO
WORKS SMOOTH GAME, THEN
road Just opened are from Corral
GOES TO ALBUQUERQUE.
south to Velderraln, and from Corral
north of Buena Vista.
The authorities
at Santa Rosa
would like Information regarding the
CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION AT AUSTIN, TEX. whereabouts of one "Posey," of Mus
Austin, Tex., Feb. 23. A very Im- kogee, I. T., who went there last
portant conference on the education week representing himself to be a
of the
al methods of this state commenced graduate
Carlisle Indian
yesterday.
There was a very large school and deputy United States margathering
Better yet, the Santa Rota
of prominent educators shal.
and others interested in the subject people would like to have the man
when the proceedings
He Is wunted badly there
commenced. arrested.
The subjects discussed were "The for working off a check for $350 on
Need of Conferences for Education certain Santa Rosa parties.
In Texas." "The Teaching of AgriculPosey had an old game, but he had
ture In the Public Schools," "Educaa new way to work It. He came to
tion and Politics," "County Supervis
Albuquerque with Joe McCutcheon, a

t

run-dow- n,

a,

No Operatio- nMrs. Malinda Akers, of Basham, Va,, writes:
"I had what doctors call 'prolapse,' and couldn't
I had pain in my back
stand straight.
and

shoulders, and was very irregular and profuse.
Doctors said an operation was needed, but I
couldn't bear the thought of the knife. After taking three bottles of Wine of Cardui, I could walk
around. Can now do my housework and am in
splendid health."
Cardui is a pure, vegetable, medicinal essence,
especially adapted to cure women's diseases. It
relieves excessive periodical pains, regulates
irregularities, and is a
safe, pleasant and reFREE ADVICE
Write us a Inter drvrribiag all
liable remedy for all
your tympiunu, and we ill tend you
ree AJtke, In plain wjlrj envelope.
sick women. In sucLadies' AJvumy lepjnmenl,
1
het.liallanuuga MeJn.ineCu.,lhana-nuuga- ,
cessful use for over 70
enn.
years. Try it.
I
A4Jrr-.i- :
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At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles.

WINE
OF

1W7.

S3,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

DRUGS
DoMi't
always
how
think
cheap you can get them.
Think Instead, where jrou can
get the freshest, the purewt
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
REST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental

Life Building.

Corner Broadway

and
East Railroad Avenue

Colo Pbone, Black

WANTED.
WANTED Boy for paper rouuT"Ap
ply at this office betwen 8 and 10
a. m.

SO.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

WANTED At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED A woman for general
Inquire of Miss Bald
housework.
ridge, 10 South Arno street.
WANTED Situation as housekeeper
by an experienced
lady. Address
housekeeper, care Citizen.
WANTED Young man as night
clerk in small hotel; one living at
nome preferred. Apply 109 North
First street.
V. ANTED
Graduate Brownsberger
college, Los Angeles, desires nosl
tion as stenographer; thoroughly
capable.
Address B., this office.
WANTED
Uenlleman-- s
second
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Teams The rianta
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super
lntendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARB MAKING
110 to 125 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital r experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omaha. Neb.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED--Salesma-

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 np
,
$6
60a

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY.
ANTEED.

GUAR-

ROOM

B. F. COPP,

12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.

deputy sheriff of Sunnyslde.
This
was last Saturday.
Here he told the
police he was a United States officer
and came to Albuquerque to find a
man. His purpose was so Indefinite,
however, that the police soon tired of
hearing him talk, since he did not
deal In particulars and gave them no
information about the "straw" man
whom he was pursuing.
He left here Sunday night with the
deputy sheriff.
The officer returned
to Sunnyside, but where the pseudo
deputy marshal gamboled is a guess.
The check he gave the Santa Rosa
man turned up with the usual slogans
written across the face which have
been featured in the newspapers so
frequently of late.
Posey is a large, heavily built man,
smooth shaven and apparently about
30 years old.
He will weigh about
190 pounds and his features are distinctly Indian. A peculiarity about
the man is that when he smiles or
laughs he holds his teeth together.
He wore a large light hat and a heavy
overcoat when he was in Albuquerque.

m

two-stor-

m

m

J.

Jutny.

FOR RENT Five-roofurnished
house, also two and three room
very
fiats,
reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
avenue.
FOH SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Clti
ren.
FOR SALE A good family horse
ana Duggy, cheap.
Apply at 521
South Walter.
Fun BALE OR RENr rton.l ?7nT
house.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
uoiu avenue.
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequia, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or ai auu worth Proadway.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in established and paying retail business. Incorporated. Ow.vr wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
FOR SALE Cheap, "Edison Ml
Smith-Premitypewriter,
Doran 2,000 candle-powe- r
gasoline
lamp, buggy, scale, show cases. Old
Aiouquerque Postofflce store,
FOR SALE At the "VArlAtv"
will find fine home made bread, 6o
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
stirctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, CIS South Arno St.
m

ADJOURNED

TERM

OF

THE

SUPREME
COURT

Sandoval-Albrigh- t
Called-Elev- en

Case Is
ses to be

Heard In All.
The following Is a list of the cases
set for hearing at the adjourned term
of the territorial supreme court,
which will convene next Monday at
Santa Fe:
No. 1173. United States of Amere,
ica, appellant, vs. Benjamin H.
et al., appellees.
No. 1045. United States of America, appellee, vs. Marino F. Sena, appellant.
No. 1101. Roman L. Baca, et al.,
plaintiffs, Fllomena Perea de Otero,
lntervenors, appellants, vs. Santiago
Anaya, et a)., appellees.
No. 1167. Mariano F. Sena, plaintiff in error, vs. the American Tur
quoise company, defendant in error.
No. 1171. J. O. Cravens, plaintiff
in error, vs. It. H. Pierce company,
defendant in error.
No. 1172. J. C. Cravens, plaintiff
In error, vs. R. H. Pierce, formerly
engaged In business as R. H. Pierce
& Co., defendant in error.
No. 118 3. Territory of New Mexico, appellee, vs. L. A. Meredith, ap
pellant.
No. 1190. Jesus Ma. Sandoval, appellee, vs. Ueorgo F. Albright, appellant.
No. 1192. First National bank of
Tueumcari, appellee, vs. Cabe Adams
and I j. E. Speed, appellants.
No. 1194. Territory of New Mexico, appellee, vs Jessie Klmmlck. appellant.
No. 119.r,. United States of America, appellee, vs. Jesus M. Medina, appellant.
Tall-madg-

"Preventlcs" will promDtlv check a
cold or the grippe when taken early
or ut the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
ur. bhoop, Racine, Wis., will eladly
mall you samples and a book on colds
rree, if you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
colds with Preventlcs und stop pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c boxes by
nil druggists.
Ladles of the G. A. R.. John A.
Logan circle No. 1. will give a card
party on Saturday evening at Odd
Fellows' hall. Admission 25 cents.
Including refreshments.
(Jus In

the Stomach.
Helchlng and that sense of fullness
so often experienced after eating is
caused by the formation of gas. The
stomach falls to perform its functions
and the food ferments.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wh
correct the disorder. They aid digestion and strengthen and invigorate
the stomach and bowels. For salt
by all druggists.

PERSONAL

meo-grap-

h,

er

vi-,i- i

A Habit to Bo Rncouragcd.
The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety.
Coughs, colds and
croup, to which children are susceptible are quickly cured by Its use.
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
to result In pneumonia, and If given
as soon as the first symptoms
of
croup appear, it will prevent the attack. This remedy contains nothing
injurious and mothers give It to little ones with a feeling of perfect security. Sold by all druggists.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

29,

Of-

1907.

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organ.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as fit
and as high as $200.
Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to on year given.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from .M
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

You Waited
Too Long
and we sold that snap to another
party Mho took time by the) forelock.
We Itave one or two more almost
good though. Conio In end ask about

them.

POR TERFIELD CO.
West Gold Ave.

21

PROFESSIONAL

exJerlencedTin

n,

any line, to sell general trade In
New Mexico; an unexcelled specialty proposition; commission with
$35 weekly for expenses. The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland. O.
WANTED Good man In each county
to represent and advertise hardware department, put out samples,
etc. Salary $21 weekly; expense
money advanced. Dept.
The
Columbia House, Chicago.
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
high
commissions
1100
with
monthly advance; permanent position to right man Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Michigan.
FOR KENT.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
$12.
Inquire at
408 North Second street.
FOR RENT Five-roothoroughly
modern brick, good location, $21.
tioyrt Hunsaker, 205 West Gold.
FOR RENT Good four-roobrick.
highlands. Rent reasonable. Lloyd
Hunsakcr, 205 West Gold avenue,
FOR
RENT Five room
house.
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. 109 North Sec- ond street. Apply to F. H. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West TIJerns avenue.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick
house, furnlBhed part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. r. m. Gavin.
FOli RENT Five-roohnnaa Tn
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
A-1-

Aca-pulc-

multi-millionair- e;

Clay McGonagill and a big negro
came In Tuesday night from Eanld,
Okla., where Clay won the two-stetie In the recent roping match, says
the Carlsbad, N. M., Sun.
The negro does the bulldog act of catching a
steer by the upper lip with his teeth
and throwing the Bteer on Its side.
The negro stands Blx feet three Inches
In his Btocklng feet and weighs 220
pounds. Clay Intends to start a new
wild west show and travel in Nevada,
Arizona and California.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. S3
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyright. n&vtaL
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuaur.
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Hank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT T.AVV
omn.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S. Rarnatt hnlllns
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone'
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Almp. i n k
No. 306 Railroad avenuo
nrrin.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 d. m.: 1:S0
m. to 6 D. m. Both nhnn
polntments made by mall.

...

PHYSICIANS.
DR. J. II. IIAYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13. N
i,n,n.
building.
W. M. SIIF!ltmV
t f
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life nnllriinophone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. Ii. HIIST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with ttih
Frequency Electrical
Current and
uermiciae. Treatments given , each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 TV m TrnlnAil
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red

t

ti.

6-- 8,

A.

Commercial

lit

RnnnfRa

Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar- nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
46-4-

Room

J. It. Farwell.

Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBUO
TIios. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childera.
117
West Gold avenue.
J. S. BAGLEY
23. N. T.

Accountant.
Books checked up, small sets of
books kept up; grocers',
butchers'.
and physicians' books looked after
and collections made. Able corps of
assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- nce at santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

22, 1967.

Notice is herebv iriven that Pomnn
Padtlla of San Rafael. N. M . haai
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year- - proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6689, made December 3. 1901, for the

ws,

and EH SW14, Sectlom
26. TownshlD 10 N. Ran
10 W. anil

that said proof will be made before
jesus ai. ivuna, 1'robale Clerk a

Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Rising From the Grave.

A prominent
manufacturer, Wm.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates

a most remarkable experience. He
says: "After taking less than three
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
one rising from the grave. My trouble Is Bright'
disease, in the Diabetes stage. I fully believe Electric
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
it has already stopped the liver and
bladder complications
which have
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
by all druggists. Price only 60c.
,
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that Santiago Garcia, of Chllill, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of
final five-yehis claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
SE4 NWV4. EH SW'i and SW14
SEVt, Section 3, Township g N, Range
6 E, and that said proof will be made
before II. W. S. Otero, United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Manuel Y. Acunia, Antonio Sandoval, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
of Chllill. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Notice Is hereby given that Juan-dDios Padilla of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final flve-ver.nn.-nrnof in
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 6688, made December 8, 1901,
for the WH NE'4. and
V4 SEi.
section Z6, Township 10 N, Range 10
W. and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna.
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7.

For ratarrll. li t me send von fre
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Sltoop's Cough Remedy. It is
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm thut gives instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Shoon. Racine. Wis. Ijika i:in
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.

He names the following. nitn.a.
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Subscribe for The Evening CilUen.
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END OF BUSY

protect fish and game. Mr. Holt replied that he favored a protective law
but thought there wns no need of the
expense of maintaining a game war-

WEEK

IN LEGISLATURE

i

den. He said Mr. Baca's bill was too
stringent In that It did not give a

A

Bit of Vaudeville

8

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

Br F. W. SCHAFER
poor man a chance to hunt at all.
I
Mr. Kuppe said mat me oui was a
I
good one and should be passed.
Speaker Baca also spoke In favor of
PreBeen
Many Bills Have
his bill, stating that Ita strongest feature was that It would practical!
Final
pared For
.
make the office of game warden
by the Issuing of hunting
Passage.
licenses.
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe said the
bill needed the work of the Judiciary
TO ABOLISH CAME WARDEN committee. The matter was finally
I adjusted temporarily,
when Speaker
""
""
Baca made a motion to the effect that
WUI the commute, of the who,, arise and
ClaSS BUI IntrOdUCed-Wh- en
house bill No 22, thus leaving the bill
Poor Man Shoot Quail.
before the house committee of the
If Permitted.
whole. This motion prevailed. Speakthe house and
er Baca
Chairman Studley reported progress
on house bill No. 22 by the committee
THE HOYSE.
"For vlsh reason do you look so hart ad der clock, Osgar?"
"I am kipping up mlt der stock marget, Adoftff."
Tweaiv-Uilr- tl
Pay Thursday Afur-noo- of the whole.sarcastically asked what
Mr. Holt
"Oxblaln me dot, blease."
progress had been made. He was told
"I am vatchlng der ticker, ha, ha, ha!"
The house met at 3 o'clock yester- by the speaker that his question waa
"How do you know anydlng abould vot you are spikklagT"
day afternoon, Speaker Baca In the not in order.
"I am a speggle-aider.- "
ohalr. Ielay of about one hour In
1
the
read
was
Council bill No.
"Ah, you dink you know all abould der securities of der marfM."
by a caucus of
caused
reana
whV, ...... first and second time, by title
"Tess, yess, und alzo abould all der Insegurltles."
r"V
Judiciary.
ina repuuiiunii inciuuci c
on
fprred to the. committee
"Do brices holt up vellT"
.
caucus was about did not transpire.
.
levies
.rorlal
i
.
"Tess. Dey holt me up ferry sugcessfully."
cl
Invnral nn Hliamaii.it"
th
,
"-- .vn1lr. Wo-county
prisoners.
feeding
' Suppose you gamble In margins?"
jmmeaiaieiy an r ne nouse wa
ento
12,
act
an
bm No.,,
"Sure. Bud dey holt der edge on me."
runcli
ed to order ana me cmei cier reaa i WUI
facf
.uirnr
. '
"Are you a bull or a bear?"
the roll, all answering present except tnrie ARC Htnelters.
etc.. was read the
"I am neider. I am a Tom cat."
Mr. Aldrich and Mr. Dennlston. me first and second time by title and re
"How so. blease?"
Journal was approved without reading ferred to the committee on finance.
"Becoss I am on der fence, ha, ha, ha!"
on motion of Mr. TruJIIlo, seconded
place
to
an
act
66,
No.
Council bill
"Vot are der quotations today In der Stock Oxchentge?"
and aarrled.
Judicial
county
First
in
the
Sandoval
Mosdly brofanlty."
Mr. Beach presented a petition askdistrict was read the first and second
"Vot are does puts und calls?"
ing for a law providing for the sprink- time by title and referred to the com"Id Iss all der same as In a poker games. One feller pats up his
ling f streets In Incorporated towns.
mittee on Judiciary.
und der odder feller calls, ha, ha, ha!"
stack
on territorial afThe committee
Message No. 7 was received from the
"Vere are you going now?"
faire, Mr. Padilla chairman, reported governor. It announced that he had
"I am wentlng to sit up mlt a sick frent."
on Ike following bills:
signed house bill No. IS. an act rela"Iss he ferry sick?"
also
Hoese bill No. 36, an act relative to tive to territorial depositories;
"Yess. Id Iss a options vich Iss expiring, ha, ha, ha!"
the creation of the office of Inspector- house bill No. SI. an act relative to
"Mary hat a liddle lamb
f weights and measures, was reportror admission to the Institute
to
blink
vent
.hB
all
der
Vich
ed wlta the recommenaauon mai it for tne Blind; also house bin no. iuz
Becoss In Vail street vater more
be passed with amendments, recom- - an ct to empower the board of reId fount dan Id coult trlnk."
mended by the committee.
ePnts of the College of Agrlculaure
House bill No. 74, relative to an Hnd Mechanic Arts to lease an acre of
appropriation lor the improvement or jaml to tne international committee
the Rio Grande, was reported w
Df the T. M. C. A.
the recommendation that it be re
Upon motion, duly seconded and
ferred to the finance committee for carried, the house then adjourned un
further consideration.
til 2 p. m. Monday.
House bill No. 48, an act relative to
Our window display will give you
vilthe Incorporation of towns and
lages was reported with the recominkling
of the shapes that stylish
an
mendation that It be not passed.
IU
UHUmilULU
1H1
dressers will wear, but come in and careHoue bill No. 37, an act to abolish
the office of game warden was fafully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
vorably reported.
THAT WHICH IS
A message from the council was
confident that if you are a man who
received.
Hi
Chief Clerk Martin of the council
wants the best money can buy we will
NEW"
informed the house that the council
act
an
66,
No.
have your trade.
bill
had passed council
to place Sandoval county in the First
In
Tucson
Murderers Entered the Bunk Jury Holds Visitor
Judicial district.
House bill No. Ill was Introduced NEW YOllK CENTRAL ELECTRIC
May "Pack" Gun That Long
House Where Victim
by Mr. Martin, an act relative to storTRAIN WRECK AND OTHER RK
ing of dynamite. The bill was read
If From Remote Districts.
Was Sleeping.
CENT CASES IN WHICH LIFE
the first and second time by title and
THE
OF
TEST
THE
referFOR
printed
and
FAYS
translated,
ordered
red to the committee on roads and
UNTRIED.
Rlchey's court
A Jury In Justice
Salome, Ariz., Feb. 23. Fred Kiser,
highways.
deputy sheriff, was shot in the breast yesterday afternoon set a time limit
House bill No. 112 was Introduced Special Correspondence.
with his own revolver by two Mexi- within which mining and cattlemen
by Mr. Beach, an act relative to the
New York, Feb. 21. The New York cans In a bunk house at the Harqua coming Into the city from the outly
sprinkling of streets and assessing the
on
cost against persons owning property Central's electric train wreck Is but Hala camp Tuesday night, receiving
ing districts may disrobe themselves ging away at htm. A bullet tore me
abutting on said streets. The bill another exemplification of how hu- a wound from the effects of which he of
toes.
oi
Ire
one
The
of
his
says
artillery,
Tucson
the
their
morning,
vain
a
after
was read the first and second time man life pays for the new and novel. died early this
grabCitizen. The time limit has been set wounded man was aroused, and enemy
endeavor to save his life.
and ordered translated, printed and It Is the sacrifice to the untried.
rifle, he shot his
bing
own
his
two
at
hours.
referred to the committee on corporaNicholas Chaves and Rafael RoThe installation of electric trains
dead.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
There Is a. territorial statute which
tions.
on the New York Central's suburban mero are In the custody of Deputy
It was well for Evans after that
House bill No. 113 was Introduced service had been devised as a great Graham charged with the shooting. allows travelers thirty minutes within battle that ha had a strenuous spirit.
EASY TO REACH.
by Mr. Beach, an act for the sprinkThey both deny that they had any- which to store their guns after they When he was taken to the hospital
improvement.
thiry
or
town
ling of streets and assessing the cost
a
minutes
in
arrive
shooting,
and
with
the
to
legs
do
RELEIVES PAIX.
It was decided that both his
Faster and more regular service thing
against the owners of abutting propwithin which to leave the city after must
Bob heard the 1
be amputated.
heat and dirt no eye witnesses of the affair could they
armament,
they
erty. The bill was read the first and was expected. Smoke,
on
if
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
buckle
their
to be avoided. be found.
that night armed himwoma escape arrest on tne charge of decision and
second time and ordered translated, in the tunnels were been
hid
he
operation
which
revolver,
a
In
with
self
had
before
identify
new
them
not
trains
The
CURES RHEUMATISM.
did
Kiser
printed and referred to the commitcarrying concealed weapons.
The public he died, but In his dying statement
under his pillow.
for only a few weeks.
tee on corporations.
new
limitation
and
additional
The
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
Next day when physicians broke
House bill No. 114 was introduced hailed them with delight. Then with called them by name and described was put on by a Jury of twelve good
their views to him th wounded youth
hv Mr. Sanches of San Miguel, an act all Its overpowering terror came the them,
construc
CURES DIABETES.
a
liberal
citizens,
who
took
the gun. "You will never take
Kiser said that he was lying on his tion of the law, which meets with nulled
relative to the salaries of Justices of wreck of the New York Central's
rt
Satur-nnmy
bullet
a
legs
have
while
I
off
p.
street
last
206th
CURES INDIGESTION.
bed in the bunk house about 7:30
the peace. The bill was read the first- motor train at
killed m., when two Mexcans entered the general approval.
left." was his ultimatum. They didn't
day evening, with twenty-tw- o
Recond time and ordered transMax
was
of
case
on
absolutely
that
The
trial
was
deIt
that
then
CURES DROPSY.
think
injured.
many
to
Some fatal
the and
lated, printed and referred
house and immediately attacked him. Enzenberg, a well Known mining
necessary.
committee on finance.
fect is now known to have existed. It One seized him by the throat and at- man,
who was arrested on a charge
In 1891 Evans gained his title of
House bill No. 115 was Introduced will be found and remedied and ac- tempted to throttle him, while the of cnrrylng
concealed weapons by "Fighting Bob." He was In com
by Mr. Beach by request, an act to cidents will then be few.
other secured his gun. In the scuttle Constable Dufton
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
mand of the little Yorktown, at Val
establish an examining board of emThis has not been the first electric which followed one of the Mexicans
Enzenberg demanded a Jury trial, naralso. Chile. It needed but the
CLASS.
balming and defining the duties there- train disaster of magnitude.
On last got the gun close up to Riser's breast
drop of a hat, is Beemed, to start war
of. The bill was read the first and October 28 a West Jersey & Seashore and fired. They then fled. Kiser stag- and a venire of twenty men was se
second time and ordered translated, electric train went oft a trestle into gered to the door and called as loudly cured. The twelve selected to hear between that country and the United
printed and referred to the committee the water at Atlantic City and sixty as he could for help, which came very the evidence were V. S. Griffith, T. H States.
Evans was in the harbor,
Sco Santa Fe Ajjcnt for round
on Judiciary.
ten forts and the Chilean fleet.
facing
Electricity through quickly, the shooting having been Schuster, C. M. Lincoln, Bam Jacobs,
lives.
lost
their
Z,
O.
rates, good lor thirty days.
trip
M.
Bensch,
O.
Anderson,
Paul
camp.
to
act
abolish
an
Assistance
No.
refugees
87.
over
the
House bill
from Philadelphia to the famous heard allarrve, however, quick enough Kane, L. A. Buschell, P. A. Stoller, He took on his ship the
thte office of game warden, came up watering place had been put in.
did not
from the American legation In the
It
in regular order, the report of the was a new thing a big thing and to catch the alleged murderers in the William Haney, J. W. Whedon and teeth of the protests of the Chilean
L. B. Warren.
committee was adopted and the bill
act.
government. More than that he kept
went by electric train.
was read the third time preparatory j crowds
Enzenberg on the witness stand adold,
30 years
was
about
them safe! and bluffed the entire
Deceased
singly
have
lost
lives
of
Dozens
..
.
...........
gun
"packed"
his
lO IIS
mitted that he had
ilom.B.
fleet and all the forts by calmly
nmiliifl Pa of and had been a resident of this sec
- t,
Holt, the bill passed the house. A
had
but
he
two
hours
that
threatening to open Are. The world
rail . Hop e tion for about two years. Relatives about for
within the city read of it ganped In sheer admlra
roll call was demanded, the vote be- - the perils of the third
on the third rail, have been communicated wllh and forgotten that he was
ing 17 ayes. 6 nays. Mr. Lucero re- - now avoid stepping
artillery
still
his
tomorboundaries with
tlon of the nerve of It and he be
to keep the body will be shipped east
Write us For Catalogue of
served his vote, but by its vote, the Corporation employes Btrive
row to Leavenworth, Kan., where his buckled on.
came "Fighting Bob" forever.
Jury was not long in reaching
house forced him to cast a ballot on them off. The lesson is known, but parents live. Sheriff Livingstone will
The
PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
Evans commanded the Iowa at the
utc.i iuu.m.
this bill, which he Introduced. He no remeuy nan yci will
tomorrow to take a liberal view of the matter and al battle of Santiago and was in the
keep the third arrive from Yuma
is no device which
go
then voted "aye."
Enzenberg
to
free.
lowed
prisoners.
thick of the scrap that destroyed
rail serviceable when not exposed. charge of the
A message from the council was rethe Spanish fleet.
More lives will be lost before the soceived.
He was always quick to meet an
Chief Clerk Martin informed the lution will be secured.
emergency.
While dining tne uer
The same fatal surprise marked
house that the council had duly
man emperor on board the Columbia
passed council bill No. 12, an act to the history of underground railways.
at the opening of the Kiel canal, he
encourage sugar factories, smelters. Only a few years ago in Paris a train
told the emperor all of the water
etc., by exempting them from taxauon caught fire in the practically new
tight doors In the ship could be clos
were
; subway,
and the passengers
IN
lor a penou ui oiil yraia.
ed In thirty seconds. To make good
ell bill No. 16, an aet relative to spe suffocated by the smoke. New York s
he ordered the signal blown on the
cial levies for feeding county prison- subway was Just being built and the
siren. There wasn't enough Bteam,
ers.
lesson learned at the expense of the
laughed.
Evans
and the emperor
House bill No. 48, an act relative to lives of French victims was used to
WORRIED OVER RE
WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
quickly turned In his seat, pushed the
the incorporation of cities and towns design security from such a catas- riUEXDS
general alarm buttons, and In a mln
PORT THAT HE MUST RETIRE
cams up in regular orde,r and was trophe.
There has been a fire In
J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
ute and a half the doors were closed
A ITER A CAREER OP STRENread the third time preparatory to its the New York subways, but no, one
212 NORTH SECOND ST.
N. N.
ALBUQUERQUE,
Mulllns,
passage. Upon motion of Mr.
was suffocated.
UOUS ACTIVITY.
cough
The News No pure dru
the house voted to table the bill in- has
which
innovation
Anotner
laws would be needed, it all cough
definitely as its provisions were con- brought death in its train is concrete
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
report
23.
talned In another bill,
Feb.,
The
Washington,
-'
years
bulldsome
construction.
For
Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
Hon.se bill No. 36 came up in reg era worked with Immunity from ac-- 1 that Admiral Bob Evans is about to
The national law now requires that If
ular order and was read the third
recking of no danger. Last' retire from the navy because of ill
any poisons enter into a cough mix
time by the chief clerk preparatory cldents,
sympathy
a
of
throb
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
sent
has
health
big
concrete
In one week three
ture, it must be printed on the label
to its passage. This is a bill for the year
the country.
and regret through
col
construction
buildings
under
reason
mothers,
of
Inspector
package.
For
this
or
office
of
creation of the
R. . MALL, Proprlttor
Scores of telegrams and even cableweights and measures. Upon motion lapsed because too soft, and nearly grams
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amuslnlg Itself by testing the thickness of the morning
paper's rhinoceros hide.
There Is still a deep, denso rase of mystery encircling the Journal's veiled assault on the voters of
Valencia and Sandoval counties that might Justify "an
effort to speak more plainly."
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(Continued from Page One.)
The Morning Journal carefully explains that Mr.
pnper
should
strange
If
that
Holt should not consider it
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
a slip of the pencil to the extent of telling a mere false- not founded on fact, but on political
commonplace thing animosity as bitter as ever actuated a
The Cltlsen, from the first, has taken strong ground hood. Certainly, certainly. Most
Tweed or a Croker, has robbed its
In the world.
to
proposition
have
th:
against that exceedingly absurd
bombastic flights of rhetoric of any
significance save as a mildly amusing
county school superintendents of New Mexico appointThe largest single advance In oil prices ever ordered diversion
from each day's routine.
ed, hereafter. Instead of elected as now. It Is therefore by the Standard Oil company has naturally followed the
"I claim to be an honest man,"
to
money
Rockefeller
single
largest
of
contribution
with much pleasure this paper Is able to present to Its
said one member of the council,
speaking of the matter today.
"I
readers, the following articles on the same subject. The public education.
Does the gentleman from Dona Ana county expect believe I was elected by my constituto
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Is
which
Mexican,
New
Is
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from
first
people to believe he let go his Holt on that 137 a month ents because they believed I could
the backbone; and the second Is from the Silver City Interest of his own free will? Morning Journal. and would serve their Interests InIndependent, the editor of which, W. It. Walton, li Gracious! Surely even the Journal will apologize for telligently and honestly. I believe I
secretary to the democratic territorial central commit- such as this.
am safe In saying that the people of
my home town will corroborate my
tee. It thus appears that the county school superinstatement that there is nothing In my
tendent question Is not one of politics, but one simply 01 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOf
record that can be truthfully assailed.
common sense.
NEW ZEALAND EXPRESSES DISYet, because I have seen fit to hold to
The New Mexican says: "The question of the semy own opinions, and declined to let
lection of county school superintendents by a few men
PRESIDENT
AT
APPOINTMENT
a newspaper backed by seven 'uneasy
who temporarily happen to bo members of the terriseated' members of the house bullytorial board of education, or by election of the people,
rag me Into deserting what I believe
territory,
Sunshine
In
the
public
engaging
attention
la
Had the president had any sympathy with the to be Intelligent legislation and sound
The New Mexican doctrine of
And that to a considerable degree.
he would, while scrupulously republican doctrine, I am held up to
proposipolid
has placed itself squarely on record against the
preserving the treaty of 1894 from Infraction, have re- the public as a
whenever and solved rather to liberate California from, its galling tician. I have no doubt but that peotion.
This paper favors
wherever possible, and elections of officials whenever bondage by abrogating any treaty which conflicts with ple living In remote parts of the terwho have read (?) the Jourand wherever possible. It has abiding faith In the good the sentiments of a white democracy. Instead, "he ritory report
imagine me and my felsense and Judgment of the voters in the long run, and If recommends congress to authorize the naturalization of nal's
low councllmen swaggering around
mistakes are made In the election of officials, they right Japanese!"
America, that Is to say, Is to sacrifice it the plaza here with checkered suits,
themselves in due course of time, and that very often racial Instincts because Japan has become powerful and spangled with dollar marks, a la ths
and
In great shape. Naturally, professional educators
proud. New Zealand has already had some experience palmy days of the Mark Hanna carteachers are human and desire as much power and In- of the English Inclination to force us Into a repulsive toonists."
fluence In their hands as they can obtain, Just as of- friendship with the homage to the Asiatic powers and
The member smiled as he surveyed
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Presldeot
ficials are always ready and willing to extend the powers our sympathy goes out very strongly to California as a his modest business suit, and conPublic
tinued:
and privileges of the offices which they hold.
brother In affliction. We do not desire the premier o
"For my part I don't care to use
sentiment is crystallxlng strongly against the proposition startle the colonial conference with a suggestion that
a classical term a 'tinker's whoop
superintendents
county
school
of
the
to take
electlo.n
agreement between Britain and Japan shall what the Journal or any other paper
military
the
away from the body of people, and the sentiment of the be torn up; we
desire merely that he shall Impress upon says about me. I expect to go back
great body of the voters Is certainly making itself felt British officialdom
the folly of purchasing strategic In- to my business when the session Is
Several of the school oiQclals holdlit that direction.
ternational "options" at the cost of an alienated colony. over, where my neighbors know me,
ing territorial offices, or connected with higher educa- As we recorded
a few days ago, the London Times de- and I am satisfied that every one of
tional institutions, have appeared In the public press clared
Great
Britain was "sympathetically watch- these overwrought Btorles sent out by
that
These arguments
with arguments favoring the plan.
Journal will not only strengthen
ing
President
Roosevelt's
efforts to secure a settlement the
the various members In their home
are being answered constantly and successfully."
difficulty.
of
the
This watchfulness was Induced by the communities, where the Btorles will
The Silver City Independent says: "In a lengthy fact
one of Britain's autonomous colonies had cre- be at once recognized as baseless
article published In the last Issue of the Silver City ated that
a similar problem by the passage of legislation for calumny, but will react on the very
Enterprise, Dr. C. M. Light, president of the Territorial
the
the Journal la overstraining
Normal school, Beta forth his reasons for favoring the the exclusion of aliens." The president has spoken and element
to support, as may already be
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effect
of
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declaration
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British
affect
provides
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law which
enactment of the
policy. Accordingly, the gravest Importance attaches to seen In the case of the Bernalillo
founty school superintendents shall be elected by the Sir Joseph
Ward's statement of our position in his county representatives who have thus
territorial board of education. As has been heretofore speech on Thursday
to be numbernight. "There Is no use In talking far allowed themselvessupports.
stated in the Independent, the sentiment of the people about
ed with the coterie It
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sin"we
to
have
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show
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press
Is the part most to be regretted. Misof New Mexico as expressed In the territorial
cerity."
was
When
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England,
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he discovered that representing a man cannot do him
apparently overwhelmingly against taking this elective
Professor Light makes a good it was believed there In some quarters that our demand more than temporary injury, but for
right from the pesple.
argument from his point of view, but a careful perusal for a "White New Zealand" is merely a political or an element, posing as possessing at
the tentative support of the govof the same will undoubtedly leave the average reader party cry. It Is the premier's business to remove that least
ernor, to
these misrepresenmore strongly convinced than ever that a change should impression, and we are convinced that New Zelandeis tations to sanction
the end of political capital,
not be made. As an evidence of the manner in which of all creeds and all stations will unite in giving him Is, I believe, hardly
the sort of sentithe subject Is supposedly looked at by the educators of "carte blanche" to present the case for our racial purity ment that will appeal to the people o
in
terms
of
the
most
extreme
strength.
Indeed we go the territory or secure for them effecThe people. Indeed,
the territory. Dr. Light says:
have a right to exercise their choice for a county su- further and affirm that the colony Is anxious to give a tive legislation."
perintendent, but they seldom have an opportunity to mandate to the premier to declare our resolve to resist
assert It. A coterie of politicians In each county, as a by every means, and at, any cost, any violation of our
rule, dispose of this office in order to elect the 'Big racial Ideals. New Zealand Times, Wellington, N. Z.
Four." The people are being deprived of their right t
ah Intelligent choice of the office.' In this statement
"The Good Shepherd." The first in
$
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Life of H. M. Carey by L. It. GarHolt for prematurely removing him from th.? office of
My dear, you must nromlse never tn ulnv ttil
rison.
district attorney."
song with any one else."
Quartet "He'll Girdle the Globe."
Yours affectionately,
Spread of Missions by Rev N. E.
'
THE JOL'HXAL.
Little Vivien is intensely fnrwl itf A mala liar net- - Robinson.
Missionary paper by Mrs. Belle Lee.
tlcular pet being a woolly black puppy rejoicing In the
Open meeting, league benediction.
name
of Schopenhauer, who, as she proudly tells cvery- be given
TRUTH AND POETRY
A cordial welcome will
uojy, is very thoroughbred, because he lets her hold strangers.
The following was wafted down from Santa Fe with him up by the tail without whining,
a point which the
the Albuquerque delegation yesterday:
.Mctlioilist h:plscpul Church
kennel club has up to now omitted to consider when
chiefly
valley
noted for?" giving Its decisions.
"What is the Hlo Grande
Rev. J. C. Collins. 1. D.. pastor. Sunday school meets at 9:45. A cordial
queried a representative from the wilds of the San Juan
Another favorite was a green frog, which she invitation
is extended to all.
country.
brought in a glass Jar from Prague.
Morning worship at 11 a. tn. The
"For the city of Albuquerque and the Morning
Hut, alas, froggy escaped In some mysterious manpastor will preach; "Turning Again
Journal," piped up the representative of that paper.
ner from his Jar and out into the garden, much to the L'nto God."
"Yes?" continued the legislator; "you really don't dismay of his little mist rows, for, as she reflected, comEpworth Leaguo meets at 6:30, Mrs.
nay? It reminds me of an old quatrain I once heard ing from abroad as he did, he wouldn't
Frank ISowyer leader.
know any
of foods
brought down to date.
Evening service ut 7:30, the pastor of the most nutritious
und would be sure to lose his way.
of a Wise good, wholesome bread and less of
" 'Down in the lilo Grande valley
Hho is also fond of birds, und has a canary and a will speak on "Five Rules
the
and note your gain
Man."
Albuquerque lies;
goldfinch1,
which greatly disturb her by continually
Strangers cordially welcomed. The In health. Ditto in money saving, be
Where also lies the Journal,
fighting.
church is situated on the corner of cause bread Is cheaper th.iv meats
And lies and lies and lies.' "
Despite her accomplishments and her success, Lead Avenue and South Third street. and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
Vivien is by no means "grown up." She takes as much The public is Invited.
and other flour products, always orpaper nas been pleasure in playing with her dolls as any other little
At last, the morning
First Presbyterian Church Corner der "UL'TTEIt CREAM."
prodded by The Citizen Into acknowledging that it lied girl. She has no less than eight dolls, several of which Fifth
Hugh
and Sliver avenue. Rev.
It did not matter, for were given her to celebrate her successful appearances. A. Cooper,
PIONEER BAKERY,
about Representative Holt.
pastor. Services at 11 a.
was
but
Citlxen
Home
The
Chat.
lied,
It
and
everybody knew that
m. and 7: SO p. m. Morning subject,
rimmr

5$

Lower In Price
Same Goods
Corner Copper and Second
1

V

FURNITURE
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race-purit-

F. H. STRONG

y,

graft-Imbue-

1

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasarer and Maaager

at

for the

ot Line of

m

mi

In Albuquerque
See Ours
J

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO,
Wlnere To
j

00000000

Worship

J.

D.

Eakia, President
Vice President.

Chu. Mellnl, Secretary
Treasurer.

O. Gioml,

O. BachechL

Consolidated Liquor Company

--

Successors to

j

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WMOLK0ALK

A QIOMI.

DHtlM IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt
kep tvrytbtng la sioek

t outfit th
most fMttldlous bar compltf
Hava been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwtt for Joe, a,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweriee; Yellowetene,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J.
and

:

Men-arc-

re

h,

other standard brands of whiskies toe numeroua to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat tell the straight article as received by ug from the beat 1 laertea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnaeeet oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee List,
Issued to dealer only.

fair-mind- ed

000000CrO

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

.....

n

Simple,

Cheap,

V

,,wwwvwwawxx00000000000
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five-roo-

Economical.

m

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light

:

and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

P. Matteucci r

type-wrlterit-

hi

Phone Red 08
(Eighty-fiv- e
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Year the Standard of Piano Construction)
Coaccded today to kc the best la the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

rirtt
EAT MORE

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

C

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In mualo
frm a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan,
11S South Second atreet- Albuquerque, New Mexico.

11

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both Phonea,

frog-Eugll-

turn

77.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
I

120

BARNETT, Prop'f.

West Railroad Avenue

OOOO010laOllli

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies, Etc.

i

J

I
I
miamiamumnm,
54HPLtf AND
CLUB ROOM

SATURDAY,

FEDRUART

2S,

.

MAN OF MANY ALIAS'

HER

'

COLONEL FARLEY

KKINTO

The Baby's Bod

POLICE

TELLS OF THE

F. Jones.

man Attempts
"Stick Up" Pete Zlto
In Saloon.

WAR

EXAMINE ROGERS' SUIT CASE

HE

PLUCKILY

Or. PRICE'S

Crosm Baking Powder

taakea the food

CRABS A GUN

Struck.

Washington's birthday was cele
brated last evening in unique manner
manipulathrough the holding of a public meet
In the light of his check
tion in Albuquerque and the subss-euen- t ing, under the auspices of the Presdiscovery of a bank book and byterian Brotherhood at the First
seating caother capers in his effects by the po Presbyterian church. The
lice this morning. It Is possible that pacity of the building, Including the
W. P. Rogers, alias W. F. Foley, alias galleries and lecture room, was taxed
for
Barrlngton, et al., may have worked to Us utmost long before the hour
the program to begin. Those having
his eame In other places.
had
In charge
The examination was conducted at the entertainment
considerable thought to the ar
the city building, where the police given
rangements,
as a result or whicn tne
went through Rogers' suit case. The
record for getting oft
broke
the
affair
Judge
Rogers
In
by
grip had been left
organ and chancel
great
on
The
time.
was
ar
McClellan's office, where he
draped
with the stars
tastefully
were
were
Among his effects
rested.
stripes and all the accompani
found a bank book from the Bank of and
ments of a patriotic celebration were
Nevada, at Reno. Nev., with a deposit In
evidence.
Febentry of $360. It was made on
It. W. D. Bryan, president of the
ruary 7. The account Is opened with Presbyterian
presided
Brotherhood,
The police are In over the meeting. The first number
Roy F. Jones.
cllned to believe this circumstance on the program was a voluntary on
points to another deal similar to the the organ, which consisted of a medone Rogers attempted to work here ley of old war music, performed by
the worthless Miss Blanche Otis . This was followwhen he deposited
$1,500 check In the Monteauma Trust ed with another of like character, on
company, Tuesday morning, and then the trombone by Prof F. K. Ellis.
attempted to get other paper cashed The Brotherhood quartet sang "Tent
on the strength of the deposit by lo ing on the Old Camp Ground," and
responded to an encore, after which
cal merchants.
Bought Real Property. '
Mr. Bryan made a short address al
With the papers found in the suit ter which he announced that Post
case was a receipt for $350 from Commander J. N. Warner of the G.
William Rogers, signed by F. G A. R., would introduce the speaker of
Berry, of Fresno. Cal. The sum was the evening. Col. H. S. Farley.
Col. Farley, who is well known to
part payment of the purchase price
The agreed price of the people of Albuquerque, enjoys the
of three lots.
the lots, according to the receipt. distinction of having fired the first
His lecture
dated February 15, 1907. was $2,686 shot on Fort Sumter. Experiences"
The balance was due five days later, was entitled "Civil War
or the first payment was forfeited and and was an able and well delivered
Those who were
title reverted to the original owner. talk throughout.
rrom
By the terms of the agreement, how fortunate enough to Becure seats
the speaker
ever, the property was redeemable which they could ashear
a valuable conIt
within a given time after the title clearly, regard
tribution to the history of a period,
had reverted.
in which should never be
The addresses of several parties the interestto lapse. Some of the
were found written upon cards and permitted
to the period which
Also a pho sDeaker's allusions
papers In the suit case.
the war, and to the present
tograph of a woman with her name succeeded
relations which have followed in the
and address on the back was among wake of the bitterness of war days,
his
of
was
not
contents.
that
It
the
were most appropriate and were re
wife in Chicago. The addresses were ceived with applause. After the lecCity
and
other ture Mrs. H. J. Collins sang the "Song
of women In Kansas
places.
of a Thousand Years," being com
quality
. Rogers'
baggage is of first
pelled to respond to a most enthusiasand the clothing it contained was of tic encore. The meeting closed with
good make.
From the number of the Hinelne of "Coronation" by the
pictures and souvenir post cards, audience led by Precentor Houghton.
most of which were taken in Callfor
nla cities and towns, it Is evident that
Rogers has traveled extensively 'n
WASHINGTON
that state.

BANQUET

SANTA FE LAYING
STEEL NEAR MANUELITO
Sfieciul Correspondence.
Manuelito, N. M., Feb. 22. Mrs
W, A. S. Tarr and five children left

on the 19th for Fort Morgan, where
they will remain for the remainder of
the year. W. A. S. Tarr and daugh
ter. Ella, remain at Manuelito how
ever. Lenard Olsen of Hauck, Ariz., spent
several days here visiting friends.
M. C. Baggs, one of the foremen o
the steel gang, and wife, leave for
the east on the 23rd.
K. Shoemaker of Defiance. N. M
who is working as operator there a
present, spent a few hours here on
pay day.
Bay Aldrich has made several trip
to Gallup in the past week for money
to cash the natives' checks. There
are two or three hundred men here
at present working on the steel gang,
Mr. Masely, foreman of the extra
gang, and Mr. Vaughn, timekeeper,
spent Sunday In Winslow visiting
their folks.

B. OF L. E. BALL
WAS DELIGHTFUL

AFFAIR

OF

'VARSITY
Faculty and Students Break
Bread In Annual Event.
Toasts and College Talk.
The fifth annual Washington banquet took place last night at Elks'
The usual idea of making it a
hall.
class affair was carled out more fully
There were seven
e.
than
one for regents, faculty
long tabl.
and alumni, and ono for each of the
college and preparatory classes. The
table of honor was decorated In the
university colors, while the other
tables were adorned with respective
class colors. In all. 100 were present,
completely filling the spacious Elks'
While the courses
banquet hall.
were being served the classes gave
their yells and roasts. Juniors and
freshmen being opposed to seniors
These features,
and sophomores.
however, did not distract the attention from the menu and full Justice
After the
was done to every course.
dishes had been celared away the
chairman of the committee on arrangements announced Dr. Tight as
Dr. Tight was at his
toastmaster.
best and introduced the different
remarks.
speakers with
Dr. Welnzirl responded eloquently to
the toast, "George Washington;" Miss
Smith's response to "College Literary
Societies" was full of wit, as was
speech on' "The
Albright's
Press." Kirk Bryan and Walter Allen
and
talked on "College Politics"
"University Athletics," respectively.
It was left to Miss Nlvln, of the college senior class, to propose a toast to
"The University." To this toast Hon.
F. W. Clancy responded in a speech
which kept his hearers In a continuous uproar of laughter and applause.
The speechmaklng ended, class rivalries and roasts died away and the
alma mater song took their place.
ever-befor-

The ball given by the ladies auxl
llary to the local order of Brother'
hood of locomotive Engineers at Co
lombo hall last night proved to be a
very delightful affair. About 300 peo
pie were present. The music was fur
nlshed by the Ellis orchestra.
The committees In charge of the
affair were as follows:
Arrangements
Mrs. If. L. Abell
Mrs. S. Livingston, and Mrs. J. II,
Fenner.
Floor Messrs. II. J. Hehder, J. H
Fenner, H. L. Abell. S. Livingston. E
W. Sowers,John ltueb, Fred Lee, T,
J. Ford, J. Englehart, S. Van Eaton
P. J. Maloney and L. M. Beydler.
Reception Mrs. E. W. Sowers, Mrs,
J. H. Holman. Mrs. J. M. Butler, Mrs.
E. Manning, Mrs. John Rueb, Mrs. H,
J. Behder, Mrs. E. W. Davis, Mrs. Sid
University Play.
ney Hockett and Mrs. William Nor
Next Friday evening the dramatic
rls.
club of the university will present a
Several people were present from play of Fraser's, called "Out West."
out of the city.
The members of the club have been
for weeks
industriously
working
This
under Prof. Crum's direction.
university play,
Is not the annual
GRAZY NATIVE BEATS
however, which does not come until
"Out West"
commencement week.
OUT WIFE'S BRAINS will be put on at the Casino.

CHARLES L. THAYER
DIED

The horribly mutilated body of Mrs.
Maria Petrlu Gonzales, wife of Crescendo Gongales, was found several
days ago at her home in OJo Larco,
Bio Arriba county. Her husband was
arrested and placed In jail at Tierra
Amartlla, charged with the crime. It
being known that on several occasion
In the past he had threatened his
wife's life. After his arrest. Gonazles
showed undoubted signs of insanity,
attacking his guards und endeavoring
to end his own life.
While there were no witnesses to
PKATTS A MM Ah KEGUhATOIt,
the tragedy it is believed by those
HOUSES,
CATTLE
AMI
acquainted with the principals that mil
Gonzales killed his wife in a fit of DAI It V S1XK K. SIKK, ECOXOMI.
50o ANI 75c
of CAL AMI OlICK.
violence, caused by derangement
the mind, lie recently returned from Pi:il 1M)..
I'. W. I'FK,
Colorado, where he had been employ6)2 SOUTH FIHST ST.
ed as a railroad laborer. The murder
PHONE 1.
wub committed with a club or blunt
Instrument of some kind, with which
"Out West," roaring comedy, by U.
the woman's brains had been beaten
.
M. Dramatic club, Casino, Friday.
to a pulp.

Front Pago

(Continued

immediate and Irretrievable ruin, but
by those who have faced facts as
they actually were, remembering the
proverb that teaches us that in the
long run even the most uncomfortable
truth Is a safer companion than the
pleasantest falsehood. It Is these
men, the men who with short-coings and stumblings yet did the duty
of the moment, though that uuty was
hard and often disagreeable, and not
the men who confined themselves to
idle talk of no matter how high- sounding a nature, who have done
real good to the islands. These are
the men who have brought Justice
as between man and man; who are
building roads; who have Introduced
schools; who, gradually, with patience
and firmness, are really fitting the
inlanders for
So It is with the great questions
round the
which group themselves
control of corporations In the inter- est of the public. There has been a
curious revival of the doctrine of
state rights In connection with these
questions, by the people who know
that the states can not with Justice
to both sides practically control the
corporations, ana wno inereiore au- m

'

Charles L. Thayer, well known
throughout the territory as one of its
earliest pioneers, died yesterday at
Santa Fe after a continuous residence
In that city of more than fifty years.
Through his death the community
loses one of its most picturesque characters and one to whom the stirring
events of early frontier nays were
stern realities.
Mr. Thayer came west with the
gold hunters in 1849. He journeyed
from New Orleans, where he had been
living, up the Mississippi and Missouri
rivers to Leavenworth, Kan., from
Where he Intended making his way
overland to California, but an attack
of cholera acquired on the steamboat
in
and then hardships encountered
the long perilous journey of those
days so affected his strength that he
concluded to terminate his travels in
Santa Fe. His first employment was
with the old Exchange hotel, then the
terminal of the Santa Fe trail, after
which he followed the occupation of
a freighter on the trail Itself for
several years. At that time long before the advent of the railroads. New
Mexico, Colorado and Kansas were
Infested with hostile Indians and the
record of Mr. Thayer's adventures
with these marauders In the protec
tion of the lines and merchandise
placed In his charge would fill a volume.
Mr. Thayer died at his home, 136
Cerrlllo8 street. With him at the
time were the members of his family,
three generations being represented
at the bedside. Until a few months
ago he was in good health. His death
was due to old age.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Spelter Market.
Spelter higher,

St. Louis, Feb. 23.
$6.80.

23.

and unchanged.

Wool

steady

Money Market.
New York, Feb. 23. Money on
call nominal, prime mercantile paper,
S
it 6 Vi per cent.
Produce Market.
Chicago, Feb. 23. Closing quotations:
Wheat May 78 H I July 78 H
July 47 (i hi.
Corn May
Oats May 42WV4; July 3714.
Pork May $16.77Vi; July $16,874
Lard May $9.80; July $9.82 V4.
Ulbs May $9.30; July $9.40.

47;

Chicago Livestock.
Omaha, Feb. 23. Cattle receipts
100. Market unchanged. Cows
and
steers
heifers $2.60 tp 4.60; western
13.25 tf 5.25; Texan steers $3.00 4.00;
cows and heifers $2.25 4.25; canners
$2.00 3.00;
stockers and feeders
$3.00ii,S.0; calves $3.00 6.50; bulls
$2.50

(U

4

25.

receipts 3,600.
Sheep
Market
steady. Tearlings $5.506.25;
wethewes $4.505.25;
ers $5.756.25;
lambs $6.50 7.25.
Kansas llry Uve Stock.
Kansas City, Feb. 23. Cattle receipts 5,000, Including no southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4.25
6.50; southern
steers $3.755.00;
southern cows $2.50 3. 76; native
cows and heifers $2.505.00; stockers
$3.50iJ 5.00; bulls $2.80
and
4.25; calves $3.50 7.50; western fed
steers 1 4.00 ii 5.25 ; western fed cows

$2.754.50.

$200 HKWAHD.

Is offered for the capture of An.
tlmo Pettlne. the murderer of Benedetto Berardinelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ruary

4.

Coming

C. A. and C. GRANDE.

"Out West.'

DR.

Metal Crib

ti,.say.
t
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college men
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who
everv
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for achieving the object we have In
ri.w the nrnner and ndeunnte su- pervislon by the federal government
of the great corporations doing an in- business are, nevertheless,
themselves powerless to so much as
outline any plan of- constructive
statesmanship which shall give relief.
I have watched for six years these
men, both In public and those In pri- vate life, and though they are prompt
to criticise every amrmative step
en i nave yet to see one
a finger to remedy the
exist, wo ll is ni every uem oi puuuw
--
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A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business
by check, your buslnes la recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There le a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank'

you pay all bill

WHEN
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou hare positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Chas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
China ware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

ua jJUiieui
J1
..ci. lie saw ucawi
He was not afraid. He
inevitable.
wanted another chance to better this
present life.
He left few enemies,
and his desire for another life will
be granted him, for the law of desire
is the law of God.
His memory
brings us Joy, and peace Is his, now
that his struggle Is over.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

TJ

C.

U. N. M. Dramatic Club at Casino

FRIDAY NIGHT

nder Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

jtVVtVtVsV'sfcsWB'
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tlie telephone make the
duties lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.

preserve
telephone
The
your health, prolong roar Ule
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOftfE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

I

iS

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

. .

French Bakery

.

202 East Railroad Ave.

YOURS
TAKING
FOR
THE
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

OUT WEST

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street

wv.uijr.
I

Mattress

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

....i. vuiu

h

Wire

ed

ALBERT FABER'S

8

..i d seem
accidental shootings. It
some determined Intelligence. Invis- ble to us. directs these guns, the aim
being so perfect when death Is the
nurnose of the nowers unseen. As
we look over the situation, there was
no apparent reason why the perfect
aim should occur in the silence of
miumgni ana kiii a mun wuu
to live.
Yet his cries awakened the
sleepers on the Morley ranch and the
mournful wall, "I'm shot!" rang out
n the silence of Friday night, as the
wounded man lay upon the ground
awaltlng help to lift him to his cabin
bed agan.
Death clar,BM lhe erceptlons and
We all see now that lessons can be
unfortunate man. He
was KuueruuB iu ins inciiuo,
and quick to respond to any call for
medical aid. for money or for sym- ...
patny. jus rare meaicui emu
ability were acknowledged by mem
bers of his profession, and socially he
was a Chesterfield, on his tieainoeu
his unfailing politeness was as mark-thl- s
When the visit-stan- d
ed as at the table.
Ing physician asked him, "How are
you making It?" Dr. Ives replied with
a faint smile, "Hocky, thank you
The unfailing thank you was so char
He was
acterisllc of his whole life!
born gentleman, with culture added
an(j tne (mc8t home life again added
thereto completed what was a finish
pJ gentleman on all occasions.
, H
, r will h mnvniiH see
the ,one Kure as hl8 hor8e trode up
The Bllence is
und down the valley.
jnten8ined now his splendid presence
He was
naa goIie from among up.
. pant 26 but oremature
vollnB.
,
gray. He was as handsome
a man
.
as ever crossed the Itocky mountains.
H(g fceen wU wag ftt Umeg biting and
BeverCi but he wouia BrnlIe and at
.
,y(m knf)W j do nQt
f
mean .it.
No clearer, keener bruin was be
queathed to this generation of doctors
but his was in one way a maimed life.
e was slowly mastering self and
nau not ine uea.uy ouiiet torn oown
the athletic physique, he gave prom-estr- y
lse of victory in the greatest and
longest and most heroic battle some
He was so
of us ever witnessed.
cheerful, hopeful and brighter even
than usual the day before the shot
h.j
tmuc iu . u uw.u
seems a success In that he was so
He
pleasing in personal relations.
was humerous at all times and one
0f the few mortals that could freely
Bay exactly what he thought on all
The
occasions and at all times.
keen toucn 0f quant humor made
otherwise he would
thu pogglbIei
naye been cor(jlaliy hated for brutal
frankneS!J. As lt wag the laugh killed
th(J posslble buterness.
His brain
e wflS guperlori no matter what
tn(j BubJec, ,
llterature or medl
he cQ
attitude." as he
-pressed It. "I need
of mental
attitude," Is
Phrase all his friends now recall so

and
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Come la and see them on out floor

of

L

,
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B. JOES

Well-Ma-

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

!'

"""'";

preserved whn "they mean the peo- Pie s rights, but not when they mean
the people's wrongs; not. for instance,
ui,.n th are Invoke,! to nrevent the
abolition of child labor, or to break
the force of the laws which nrohiolt
the importalon of contract labor to
country; in short, not, when they
for wrong or oppression of any
kind or for national weakness or im- notence at home or abroad. It Is to
the men who work in practical fash- Ion with their fellows, and not to
those who. whether because they are
impractical or Incapable, can not thus
work, that we owe that success we
nave had in aeanng nn every
em which we have eitner solved or
started on the path of solution dur- Ing the last decade.
The last ten years have been years
of great achievement for this nation.
During that period we have dealt and
many different mat- dealing with
are
.
.
ters oi great, mumuii. ii'a
" ..,.'.. n
quired the right to uuiia. ana are
now building, tne ranama mna .
have given wise gover .me....
wei nave aean. .u. Philippines,
,. ..... con.p.e.
i ..n.i t.n.
ceea.ng.y
.or.anu l"';"- Vul
jo.... ..bu.
navy; our surest safeguard "f" peace
and of national honor. We are mak- nrnrress In dealing with
the questions of irrigation and for- of preserving to the public the
rightful use of the public lands and
wealth underlying
of the mineral
them- and with that group of vital
questions which concern the proper
supervision or tne iinn.iiiw tuiifwu.- tlons doing an Interstate business, the
proper control of the great highways
of Interstate commerce, the proper
regulation of Industries which. If left
unregulated, threaten disaster to the
body politic. We have done many
the
other things, such as securing
settlement of the Alaska boundary.
securing
We have made progress In
better relations between, capital and
labor, justice as Deiw.-as regards the general public; and
adequate protection for wage-worers. We have done much In enforc- ing the law alike .gains t great and
wn.u'ght mlghtiiy
W ha
....
,.t ,ih...,...H..M. both
among the nations and' In social and
MUCH
Inriimtrlul llf hern nt home.
has been done, and w are glrUtllg
up our loins to do moir.
In all these matters there have
been some men in public life and
some men In private lif' whose action
has been at every point one of barren criticism or fruitk. obstruction.
These men have had no part or lot
In the great record of achievement
and success: the record f good work
worthily done. Some of these men
have been college graduates; but all
of them have been poor servants of

SHERWOOD

A

Morley.)
U'y
Special to The Evening Citizen
Datll, N. M.. Feb. 20. Of the many
tragedies In these Datll mountains, no
event of years has filled the country
with such gloom as Dr. Ives accl
safe and
dental death Vy f.ie
He was
jate8t invented
rpBrrancinc his bed clothing, as he
tooJ beHl(lP ,he bcJ wholl the deadly
ule nHtrument Bllpped to the floor,
the barre, polnting 8tralght upward.
th(j buet t(jre through the ,ntes- For near, twenty.four hours

-
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These come in white and vernis martin.
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short-sighte-

m.,t

St. Louis Wool Market.

One.)

intt

AT SANTA

d,

the people, useless where they were
not harmful. All the credit for the
good thus accomplished In the public
life of this decade belongs to those
who have done affirmative work In
such matters as those I have enumerated above, and not to those who,
with more or less futility, have sought
to hamper and obstruct the work
that has thus been done.
In short, you college men, be doers
rather than critics of the deeds that
others do. Stand stoutly for your
ideals; but keep in mind that they
can not be realised, even partially, by
practical methods of achievement.
Remember always that this republic
of ours is a very real democracy, and
that you can only win success by
showing that you have the right stuff
in you. The college man, the man
of Intellect and training, should take
the lead in every fight for civic and
He can take
social righteousness
that lead only If In a spirit of
thoroughgoing democracy he takes his
place among his fellows, not standing
aloof from them, but mixing with
them, so that he may know, may feel,
may sympathize with their hopes,
their ambitions, their principles
and even their prejudices as an
American among Americans, as a
'
man among men.

not venture to express their real
wish, which Is that there shall be no
control at all. Honest and fair deal- Ing railway corporations will gain and
not lose by adequate federal control.
nut those who invoke the doctrine
of state rights to protect state cor- porate creations In predatory actlvl- ties extended through other states
d
as those who once
are as
invoked the same doctrine to pro- lect the special slaveholdlng Interest.
The states have shown that they have
cu.u .m
ne ao.my
not
s an It ti
I nurnrrtrli
a . i lin
finn
X .h.
of the people, it musi
Dy
be done
national action, uur
FE Present warfare is against special

well-chos-

HEAR YE!
The fame of the cooks of the Columbus Hotel lias been Mown fur and
wide about Albuquerque, but there
may bo some who liaie not eaten of
tlio good things to be IumI there. If
you are one, make it a iMtint to be
They will have
there tomorrow.
their famous chicken and dumplings,
and everything ele to match, finishing up with their celebrated lemon
ile. Go and tuke your npiHtlto witli
you, or, if you liuve no apetite, go
and they will gie you one.

10

I am sorry to

St. Louis, Feb.

REMARKS

ROOSEVELT'S

The police declare they have the
Identity of the man who attempted to
hold up the New Tork saloon Inst
nlght.t and was put to flight by
Pete Zlto, the proprietor, who grabbed a gun and exchanged a fulllsade
of shots with the would-b- e
bandit.
The police refuse to name the party
who attempted to stick up the place
but they declare he Is no bum and
that he is an Albuquerque man. They
hint that the reason he is not taken
Into custody is because of a lack of
sufficient evidence with which to
make a case against him. It is said
the arrest of the man may follow at
any time after the police get the kind
of evidence they desire.
occurred
The attempted hold-u- p
about midnight. It was the second
attempt that has been made to hold
up the New York saloon within the
past two months.
Zlto was alone in the saloon when
masked man entered a rear door
and ordered him to throw up his
hands. The man wore a white hand
kerchief with eyeholes cut In it, for
Re was armed with a
mask.
small caliber revolver, which he pre
sented at Zito's head.
Instead of complying with the or
der, the proprietor "ducked"
below
the bar ana ran to the front of the
place where he secured a six shooter
and opened nre upon the Intruder
through a thin partition, which sep
arates the bar from the saloon en
trance. Six shots were exchanged be
tween the would-b- e
robber and the
proprietor.
Four of these went
through the partition while the fifth
struck the celling. It is thought one
of the bullets lodged in the body of
the robber, although there was no
blood In evidence where he made his
escape through the door where he
had entered.
There was about $100 in the cash
register.
robber lost
The would-b- e
his hat In the melee.

finer-flavore-

more healthful and dollcJoua

Washington's Birthday Cele
brated at the Presby- - i Fusillade of ShotsFollow-Robb- er
Bought Lots In Fresno. Cal..
terlan Church.
May Have Been
(Valued at $2685 Payment Lapses.

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is mora
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

depends upon the food you est

to

Masked
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WOULD BE BANDIT

DEALS

Police Find Bank Book With
$350 Issued to Roy
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UALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
3
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wear
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
PAPER Always in stock.
BUILDING
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
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Wake Up! Wake Up! Says
Warning Cry to the Common People
Roosevelt in

"FURRINER
AND HE'S

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PAYS

TAX

TIT

TIRED UV

IT,"

SAYS JOE CANNON TO

JOSH WISE
TTMK HAS COME TO LOOK
KKW PltFfSIDKXT AXI

FOIl

THE
ROCKKFELLKKS
IIARUIMANS,
AN1
MONEY KINGS ARE ON
RUN FOR THE
THE 1E.

wn itk

house

AGAIN SAYS NO.
(It)- -

ii!on Gardner.)
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ANOTHER TERM.
The question lias been put up to
President Roosevelt In so many
words: Are you willing to stand by
and see your reforms brought to an
end your laws thrown Into the gutter, and the palsy of Wall street put
on the hand of the nation's prosecutT

To which the president replies that
lie will do anything he can to avert

this

results-exce- pt

m
NOTICE TO THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE. MINERAL SURVEYS
Who will succeed Theodore Roosevelt Is for tlio peoplo to determine.
ARE APPROVED
Notice. Is hereby served upon the people that Uicro will bo a fight by Wall
street to secure tho nomination of a
"reactionary" candidate a "safe and GOVERNOR APPOINTS NEW NO
sane 'candidate a Hnrrlnmn candiTARIES PUIHilC W. P. MET-CAL- F
date a Fairbanks If it must bo said.
GETS A SEAL.
ly threatened.
The forces of political evil the powerful forces of In-

List of surveyed mineral claims ap
proved by the United States surveyor
trenched money are moving to put general for New Mexico, rebruary
an end to the harrasslng activities of 16, 1907:
legal officers, the Indictment of high
Mineral survey No. 1302, World's
class criminals, the enforcement of Fair group, comprising the World's
anti-trulaws, and statutes for the Fair, May, Granite Gap, A. Bird, Sil
ver Star, November and Animas Lode
control of common carriers.
Tho Harrlnians, the Rockefellers, claims, situate In the San Simon or
the Morgans, Ryans and Hills have Granite Gap mining district. Grant
set their secret Influence to work to county. New Mexico, the United
get control of the machinery which States and Mexico Development com
will dominate the next rennhllcsn no pany, claimant.
tional convention.
Mineral survey No. 1299, ContenThey Intend to
name uio candidate, and to make sure tion lode, situate in the Gold Hill
mining district, Grant county, New
that he Is not of the Roosevelt sort.
President Roosevelt knows that up Mexico, B. M. McWhorter, claimant,
to date he has held the confidence
Notaries Public Appointed.
of the "plain people."
The following have been appointed
He knows In
his heart that he could not iil on. notaries public by Governor Hager- other term without sacrificing a cer man:
Preclllano Archuleta, of Cabezou
tain measure or that confidence. No
matter how urgent the seeming ne- Sandoval county; W. P. Metcalf, of
cessity, he would at once be releirnteri Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; 8an
to the class of politicians who make tlago Rivera, of Anton Chlco, Guada
lupe ceunty; O. L. Callahan, of Tex- political promises."
President Roosevelt will irn rlown lco, Roosevelt county.
In history as a man who retained the
people's confidence. And, It may be SERIOUS CHARGES AGAINST
TROLLY LINE PROMOTER
added, that Is more Important to him
Boston. Mass.. Feb. 23. The hear.
man being president for another
Ing
of the charges against Arthur R.
term.
Appleyard, a trolley line promoter of
Harsh physics react, weaken
the inis cuy, wno secured control of the
bowels, cause chronic
constltpatlon. German bank shortly before it failed.
here today before
Doan's Regulets operate easily, tone were resumed
the stomach, cure constipation. 25c. jonn uummeen, a referee. A num riner."
"Why do we keep on th' tariff?"
Ask your druggist for them.
ber of suits are listed aealnst Annla
yard as a result of the failure of the says I.
o
"So th' furriner '11 have t' keep on
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen. bank.
payln" th' tax," says Joe. "An' gee
whiz, but It does make th' furriner
sore."
"You believe In standin pat?"
you wuz speaker an' all
1 th'"S'posin'
people in th' country wuz t' ask
fer tariff revision?
"S'posin' on th' other hand," says
Joe, "th't you had a kid an' he want
ed all th' candy he c'd eat. You
wouldn't give it f htm, no matter
how he yelled an' cried an' took on."
"Don't you think if all th' people
b'lleved in free trade you'd b'lieve
in it, too?"
"Oh, shush. Say, Josh, that's all
fiddlesticks an' nonsense. Numbers
don't make a thing right. Why, there
wuz a time when ev'rybody in th'
world b'lleved It wuz flat. That didn't
make It so by a blankety blank sight,
did it?"
"How about th' crisis?" says I.
"Crisis be hanged!" says Joe.
"You've been readln' Moter Goose
rhymes by Link Steffens. I s'pos)
you b'lieve th' wolf ate up Little Red
ltldln' Hood's gran'mother, don't
you? There ain't no crisis no more'n
there's a situation.
st

to take another

THE MEDICINE

MADE FAMOUS BY ITS CURES IS

HOSTETTER'S

STOMACH BITTERS
The very fact that we have

received thousands of voluntary
letters from grateful people all over the world during the past
53
years praising its merit proves it to be a medicine of intrinsic
value, especially in all cases of Stomach, Liver, Kidney or Bowel
complaints. Then why continue to suffer from Poor Appe-

tite, Sick Headache, Bloating Flatulency, Heartburn,
Vomiting, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costiveness, Billious-nesWeak Kidneys, Colds, Grippe, Female Ills or
Fever and Ague when the Bitters will cure you, too.
Just try one bottle today and see for yourself. It is also a
s,

Ma-lari- a,

a.

y

'

splendid medicine for the old folks, being able to
tone and
strengthen their weak systems.

1

i

SPECIAL NOTICE

Keystone, Ind.

Vr

guanantee

We

system was all run down from
Indigestion and other Stomach
troubles but your Bitters soon
made me well and strong

TO

and in accordance with the
provisions of the PURE FOOD

anything

AND DRUG ACT Oh JUNE

curing Indigestion,

again."

1906.
GENUINE

HAS

OUR

BE

PRIVATE

THE

BITTERS

ABSOLITELY PURE

30,

Mr. M. F. Moore,

find your
I

says,

Bitters

superior to
have ever taken for
Dyspepsia,

Billiousness and Insomnia."
STAMP

OVER

THE

NECK

OF

"I

THE

BOTTLE.
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NOTICE VOIl PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. IB, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., ha filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, vis:
Homestead entry No.
8220 made April IT, 1908, for the
NW14 SE14, NB14 SWH, See. II.
Tp. (ON., Range
K.. and that said
proof will be made before II. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
Albuquerque

NEW MEXICO

Capital end Surplus. $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Griego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention
to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SEtt SExt, Sec. SB, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SE14 NEK.
See. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. 8. Otero, at Albuquerque. N. M., on March S, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ar

viz:

Venceslado Griego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Griego and Carlos Griego, all
ot Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

With Amp's Means and Ur

19

IM Facilities.

(teffiQ589

ssBk

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

fi

Solicits
i

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; VT. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wn, Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOrEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.

Department of the

Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.t Jan. 26, 1907.
lr
Notice is hereby given that
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906. for the
Sft NW
and Nft SW14, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the '.and,
viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Griego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Mel-cho-

ALBUQUERQUE,

ar

MEW MEXICO

OMCKRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOURNOT
vice President
FRANK McKEB
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topekt

$500,00.M
$250.000.0t

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
Jlnso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

five-ye- ar

9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW
SE
and SE14, SW14. Sec 12,
Tp. 10N., Range BE., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.

He names the following witnesses
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Leandro Jaramillo,
Jesus Garcia,
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
Gutlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
o prove

CAPITAL

$100,000.00
20,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON,

HERNDON,

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FARR,

President; J. B.
Assistant Cashier.

Vice

ROY McDONALD,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 26, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
Carter of Chilill, N. M.. has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6762 made Jan. 2, 1902. for the E
Sec. 12, TP. 8N.. 6E.. NWli
NE,
NWK, Sec. 7, and SW
SWi4. Sec.
6, Tp. 8N Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero. United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land.
ar

slz:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado.
Cldllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
or ennui, N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE VOH PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
Mates Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is herebv srlven thnt Carina
Griego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproor In support of his
claim, viz:
Homestead
entry No.
9679, made July 17, 1906, for the
SW4 NWK. NWH SWVi. Sec. 1,
NH SEVi, Sec. 2, Tp. 9N., Range
Accidents will happen, but the best- - and
regulated families keep Dr. Thomas' 6E., and that said proof will be made
Electric OH for such emergencies. It ueiore me united States Court Commissioner, II. W. S. Otero, at Albusubdues the pain and heals the hurts. querque,
N. M., on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
How's ThtsT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward to prove his continuous residence
for anv case of Catarrh that cannot be upon, and cultivation of, the land,
J. viz:
cured bv Hall's Catarrh Cure.
t'HtSNElf & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Venceslado Griego Jose Armenta,
We, the undersigned, have known P.
J. Cheney for the last 16 years, and Rafael Griego and
Jose Griego y
believe him perfectly nonorauie in an Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Waiding, Klnnin & Marvin,
hrm.
Register.
Wholesale Druggluts, Toledo, u.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken internally.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. 1'rlce ?5c. per bottle, bold by Department of the Interior, United
all JtruKgluts.
States Land Office.
Take Hulls Family fins tor conatlpa
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Uon.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
To Chicken Feeders.
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
Mausard's Mills are selling good has filed notice of his Intention to
wheat at 11.60 per 100 lbs.
make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
Hunting for Trouble.
No.
made May 1, 1906, for the
"I've lived in California 20 years, SH 9297,
SWVi. Sec. 19. ar.d NV4 NW!i,
and am still hunting for trouble in Sec.
30. To. 9
KV.
anrl that
the way of burns, sores, wounds, said proof willV..be Hn-made before II. W.
bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
h. Otero, United States Court Comthat Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't missioner,
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters, March S, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
1907.
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
names the following witnesses
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every to He
prove his continuous residence
case. Guaranteed by all druggists. upon,
and cultivation of. the land.
25c.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt D ealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Notice These Buildings

jm

mi ji

ar

ar

viz:
FaU.stin n.irrl.1. Tflrft fSirrl.i
v
Our ROK.ll 1U1V work ann'i have
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- Garcl i, C'arlou Lopez and Jose Grieco.
all of Carpenter, N. M.
dry Co.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
o

Register.
'Suffered day and night the tor
ment of Itching piles. Nothing help
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
ed me until I used Doan's Ointment
t cured
AT WALTON'S DRUG
me permanently." Hon. CANDIES,
STORE.
John R. Garrett, Mayor, Glrard, Ala.
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Wlth numbers
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certainly.
Let's add that we can
frove by quality and prices that we
deserve It.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

o
"OLD RELIABLE."

La Ba

ESTABLISHED 1873.

PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

i

Westmoreland, Kans.

Mr. Cyrus Marsh, says, "My

THE

the Kdltor of
"Most Anything."
Washington, Feb. 23. More'n onct
ince I come down here
Washington I've been surprised fby th' appearance uv some uv our public men.
Yesterday I wus walkln' down th"
main street when a natty little feller lookin' sllcker'n th' plekchers In
h' clothln'
store advertisements,
comes walkln' along. He c'dn't 've
been dressed nny finer ef he'd been
a hotel clerk, t'v course, I know fine
clothes don't miike a man a dude,
no more'n poor ones miike 'lm a bum,
but I didn't notic e th' feller much.
"Know who that wuz?" says a
friend uv mine who wuz pllotln' me
an' tryln' t' keep me straight on th"
block signals.
"Come t' think." says I, "his face
does look famllyer, but I can't place
'lm."
"That's Dewey," says my friend.
"Sufferln' cats!" says I, "Where'a
th' feathers an' gold braid?"
"He don't need 'em In this town."
"How truu It Is," says I, ''.h't
merit don't attract th' attention uv
strangers tf It don't carry a sign. It
pays t' advertise."
"See this man comln?" my friend
asks.
"Looks like a mule driver," says I.
"Jlst exactly whut he Is," says my
friend. "You're a great reader uv
men. That's Joe Cannon, speaker uv
th' house."
Vx we wuz on our way t' see Joe
I counted it luck t' meet 'lm.
"How're ye, Joe?" says I.
"Wull, by gosh! Josh!" says Joe,
grabbln' me by th' hand, whilst I
sized him up, an' I wunt f say th't
uv all th' old rubes f look at, Joe's
th' first. Honest, he looked f me
like these fellers th't stand 'round
th' pens of th' live stock exhibits at
th' county fairs. Just then a reporter
came along un' me an' Joe stood for
our photographs.
"Ueen lookin' all over town for
you," says Joe, after th' plckcher
shootln'.
"You wuz wastin' time," says he.
" 'AH things come t' him who waits." "
"Yes, that's whut a lot o' people
think. But by heck they're likely to
slip past you while you're waltln'.
The' thing t' do is t' git a move on
an' meet 'em uz they're comln'."
My pilot left us an' me and Joe
strolled up f his office in th' capltol
fer a chat.
"Well," says I, when we reached
there, "whut's th' situation, anyway?"
"Situation be blowed," says Joe.
"Gimme a chaw of t'backer."
I c'dn't make out whether Joe wuz
posin' for effect t' show how democratic he wuz, er whether he wunted
a chew, but I never pass a signal uv
distress, so I produced.
"Th" situation In a nutshell Is this,"
says Joe. "The" great political parties uv this country have their outings an' their innings. The' fellers
on their outings are flghtln' fer their
Innings an' th' fellers on their innings
are flghtln'- t' keep out uv th outings."
"Ain't it so now?" I remarked.
"You betchyer sweet life It's so,"
says Joe. "Who's flghtln' th' protective tariff, anyway? Why, it's th'
furriner! An' whut's he flghtln, fer?
Because, under th' protective tariff,
he pays th' tax an' he's tired uv pay-i- n'
s.
it. Jlst look at th' steel rail
Sixty years ago we had t' buy
nearly all our steel rails in furrln
countries at a high price. Now we
make our steel rails here t' home an'
th' tariffs made 'em so cheap th't
th' family th't can't afford steel rails
is ready fer th' poorhouse.
Ain't it
th' truth? Yes, b'gosh, we've made
such strides in th' steel rail bizness
th't we c'n sell cheaper'n th' furbiz-nes-
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roosevelt

Special Correspondence,
Washington. Feb. 19. "Wake up!
Wake up!"
Wake up!
That Is
President Roosevelt's earnest admonThe
ition to the American people.
time has come to look out for a new
president.
The president's warning Is not In
those words. It Is In the most solemn
Insistence that he will not again be
A candidate for president. For some
reason his former reiteration of this
pledge has not mnk Into the minds
f the people. The public has been
While
Indifferent to the future.
capitalistic Interests have already
been plotting for a successor to him,
the people have not realized the flight
f time and the fact that the Roosevelt administration must come to an
nd.
Theodore Roosevelt has not yielded
ne lota In his determination to end
hi presidential service with this
term. 'There are no circumstances
vhich he can think of which will, by
njr possibility, alter this determination.
That sounds rather positive, but
the writer knows whereof he speaks.
He knows what the president has
aid and It Is not violating any confidence to add that the president has
aald things very lately on this lm- jportant topic.
It Is one of the unwritten laws that
the president Is not to be quoted. At
the same time there are Important
matters about which the president Is
a anxious that the public should
keep straight as the public Is to know
On these matters a
the truth.
straight, unqualified announcement
by a reliable correspondent may be
taken as a very close approximation
to the truth.
What Roosevelt Knows.
The president knows and there
sure visitors to the white house dally
to remind him of it that the average
man throughout the country Is not
taking that statement at Its full face
value- He knows, what Governor
Durbln, of Indiana, repeated when In
Washington, that there Is a general
demand that he reconsider that
He knows that the average politician does not give any but
light political weight to that prom-i- s
not to run.
But this makes no difference. He
ays the people will simply have to
wake up to their error, and settle
down to the knowledge that the game
is open and a new presidential campaign Is about to be fought.
The strongest argument possible
, has been urged upon the president
Sot changing his attitude on this mat- er namely, that he is In serious
danger of seeing his dearest policies
checked by the success of "a reactionary" candidate.
"Wolves" at the Door.
The "Roosevelt regime" Is serious- -
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for the people of Bernalillo county.
In Santa Fe it is understood that
there was a trade made between the
A
Journal and the Interests it supports.
based upon the proposition Unit the
Journal was prepared to do the public printing, If friendly officials would
The more
only throw it that way.
officials appointed by the governor,
the more "friendly" officials In the
eyes of the Journal.
Now, as a citizen of Albuquerque.
I am willing to do all I can to bring
email
for
the public printing to this city, for
either paper, but I object to being
The Most Important Accessory to a Man's Apparel
dragged Into a fight which endangers
is His Personal Linen. I Have Given My Shirt
all the Interests of all the people,
newspaper
Albuquerque
Atan
price.
for
either
Worthy
Is
Says
He
What
Stock Special Attention This Season.
j
or any. combination of New Mexico
politicians.
tention of Every Citizen
Just at present this city is Interof Duke City.
ested in the protection of the city and
the valley from the ravages of the
Just Received the Celebrated
spring freshets, and I learn from the
Morning
1D07.
22,
Journal
that
VIADUCT
M.,
END
Feb.
of
N.
the
columns
WEST
Albuquerque,
COIt. COAL and SECOND
the river may be expected to get very
Editor Evening Citizen:
I have been watching your columns high this spring, and at an early date.
The farmers of the valley aro en
and have been a dally reader of tnemorning paper, but I fall to see any- titled to protection, and a few thou
fhinH' holnir dune of real interest to sand dollars expended In dykes will
not only protect theme, but forever
me. and I am out after information
There Is no ob
I am not a "leading citizen" oi mis make the city safe.
city, but I have put in tne dpsi yean ligation upon the part of the territory
"
of my life doing what I could for its to assume this expense, but if our
way,
ana representatives can secure an appro
advancement. In my humble
am interested in its welfare above prlatlon a problem will be solved.
The residents of Sandoval county
the interests of all other sections of
this territory, and I have always en- are In a fair way to get an approprl
deavored to pull my best when pull- atlon, not because they are entitled
to more, or as much as the residents
ing was necessary.
UnMorning after morning I have read of Bernalillo county, but because they
with strong in
of the meanness of Holt, the devlllsh-nes- s have a representative forming
the ma
of Bursum, the rascality of the fluence with those
The work
republican majority in the legisla- Jority In the legislature.money
for the fine, cool afternoon for piayer as wen
Itching mm.
ture, the hostility to Hagerman and to be done with that
COMING EVENTS
and other as spectator. Las Cruces was given
If you are acquainted with anyone
many other things of that Kinu, uui protection of Sandoval
who la troubled with this distressing
towns north of here may change the
bat. but before five minutes
have been unable to find anything river currents, and endanger the al the first
aliment you can do him no greater
knocking
was
college
up
the
were
about
bring
actually
to
hoinir done
favor than to tell him to try Chamdykes now standing flies right and left. A three-baggready
22.
doubtful
Feb.
Dance
at
hall
Colombo
the
city
and
dyke protection for this
berlain's Salve. It give Instant recity
man,
water
the
by the G. I. A. to the B. of L. E.
and
of
college
between
this
a
for
all
nothing
at
was
nave
ana
Deen
farmers of this valley,
lief.
Price 25 cent per box. Sold
25 to March 2, "The
Grande.
The citizens of this while Cruces could not reach first.
February
the
Rio
proper
to
a
as
discouraged
actually
by all druggists.
county will then be called There was only one home-ru- n
Twins."
city
and
made
tne
university,
appropriation for the
upon to go down into their pockets
which was made oy
Sister's hospital and other worthy in and pay for extensive repairs and Im during the game,
ALMANAC EVENTS.
Tne score
baseman.
first
the
Bell,
county.
Feb. 20 and 2S. Ember Days.
stitutions of this city and
system.
provements
dyke
to
the
college.
ot
1
tne
In
favor
40
to
was
of
the
nansrer
evih 93
Feb. 22. Washington's Birthday.
I voted the people's ticket, and I
This city can be damaged to the The one run made ty Las Cruces was
service. No headlight was burn
-and
March 17. St. Patrick'! Day.
in the history of rail ther
t..t .trlke country
folbelieve that I made no mistake, amount of hundreds of thousands of secured by Neverez. The line-u- p
still
lng
on
could
engine
he
switch
and
the
as
up
loomed
March 21. Spring begins.
bargain on having your dollars by a very little water getting lows:
roads In this
not
did
I
but
leg
It,
rght
see
not
he
claims.
His
repreMarch 24. Palm Sunday.
WITH
possibility Thursday when the
was crushed until it was necessary to morning neighbor sacrifice the Inter In, Just sufficient to wet the cellars of College.
Las Cruces.
Position.
March 25. Lady Day;
city for its gain, and what the big business houses, and as
sentatives of trainmen and conductors
ests
says
of
amputate
this
Loples
and
he
that
twice
it
Catcher
Forsythe
they
unless
notified the managers that
I object to is the unnecessary warfare nerve quieter It Is necessary that the Gallacher ...Pitcher
he suffered other injuries.
Revera
March 29 Good Friday.
nronnred to grant great conces
waged upon legislators, to the dyke protection be all the conditions Bell
being
Case
base
First
U
been
have
March 81 Easter Sunday.
that
negotiations
city,
&
x
of
Ml'ST
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sions the
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may
demand.
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Laub
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
abuse Bursum and praise Hager- representatives could secure all reas Carpenter ..Left field
more than twenty cents a day day8 i v,hich to Durge himself from to
Romero lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Mag
man; to harpoon Holt and rub oil on onable demands for river protection Tergln ....Center field
cents
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operate
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Increase to trainmen
the fight to this city and county, and get fair Bockwlth ...Right field... Llewellyn nolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
abso- - on the Shelby cut-of- f,
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THROAT and LTJNO TBOVB-to conductors, and they have eightdrag
longer
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New
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game
Life
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but
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way,
the
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Rooters flocked
if the
treatment in every other
the Shelby circuit court, says the St between
LI8, or MONET BACK.
intolv rpfused to consider an
county into impression could be removed from great numbers, as a base ball game
take them the better I find them."
t.
After a hear the people of this city and absolutely
Louis
through freight trains
everybody.
Guaranteed
They
please
they
have
them.
the minds of the majority that the is considered slow without
for ing of the case against him and C. A a fight in which
The demands of the men were
come people of Bernalillo
Dr. Williams' Indian PTSs
county were Boys with sore throats and a missing by all druggists. 26c.
eight-hou- r
Davies, superintendent of the road no interest, and with nothing toimporointment will cure Blind,
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As a citizen of Albuquerque I want sweaters went home happy, for the
I paid my own way to Santa Fe
us a poultice, s'ves instant re
nmintrv running west missed the case against Davies, hold
j '
so dyke protection, I want a good ap- winning of the first game of the seahis
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Mrs.
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1
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C. O. Goss, about a month ago. Mr. may not be right, but it Is politics,
pared to give thorough scalp treat- m atlon that Is trustworthy and val
'
concessions
Office, 115 North First Sc.
Special Correspondence.
not to grant any furtheronerea.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, uable, let us know of your trouble
'
Fauchler comes here from Colony, and has always been the practice.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Mesllla Park. Feb. 22. Las Cruces bunions and Ingrowing nails. She We are specialists for hot water, hot
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has been agent the
he
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LAST SPIKE IN ST. LOIIS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN- - PACIFIC
A dispatch receved by President H
Koehler, Jr., of this city, from New
Mexico announces the driving of the
last spike of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Paciiic railroad on

Tuesday last, half way between Des
Moines and Raton, N. M.. says the St,
t.
This new road
Louis
is a St. Lous enterprise, 106 miles in
length, and is constructed by the St.
Louis Construction and Equipment
company. It reaches fine bituminous
coal fields in New Mexico.
The officers are: Henry Koehler,
Jr., president: Thos. B. Harlan, vice
president; J. Van Houten, vice presi
J. H
dent and general manager:
Thompson, vice presdent and consult
lng engineer; E. J. Dedman. super
intendent; Chas. Springer, treasurer
O. H. B. Turner, chief engineer; W.
A. Gorman, general freight and pas
senger agent; A. H. Officer, secretary
and auditor,
Globe-Democra-

ROCK"

'ES
ISLAND EOR S23.000
Alleging that the company was
guilty of negligence In not keeping
the headlight burning on a switch engine in the Caldwell yards on the
night of Nov. 22, when he was injured
In a collision, says the Topeka Capital. John P. Gleason. a Rock Island
engineer, yesterday filed suit In the
district court ng.ilnst the C. It. I. & P.
railroad for S25,100 damages.
Gleason says that between midnight and morning he was running an
engine and on entering the Caldwell
yards collided with a swtch engine, in
which accident W was injured in suc ha way as to render him unfit for fur-

ENGINEER
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its Location

BELEN I SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLETS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A

poruLATio:;

of

1,500

FfMUD

!

vJ0jfc

Jo..-t...ld-

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

inu

The Belen Town and
provemen Co.

K04fKwO00C000
t400K0000Ot0K

jOHN BECKER,

.

Im- -

v

4K

xk

Pres.

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

people; several large

ESTABLISHMENTS:
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

K0000C00
Kt00as
A Railway Center

WM. M. 8ERGER, Sec'jt

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IP
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

WITH
WITH

g
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ALBUQUERQUE

rAOB EIGHT.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL.
TKAIV ARRIVAL.

nt :40 p. m.
on time.
Stub No. 1 on time.
Regular No. 1, 7 and
No.
No.

Dainty Oxfords
For Women

Oxfords - -

Kid

$2.50

Yici Kid Oxfords, black
and tan - - - -

118-12-

Our

to

3.50

$1.50 to 2.00

BRIG
HAM
Headquarters

2nd.

S.

0

LeadenThe Celebrated

Richelieu Coffees

tins, 85c.
I lb .tins, $1.00.

I

b.

--

Capitol Coffee
J

--

lb. bucket,
$1.00.

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
2- - lb. tins,
80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

Something

unique

ss,

Bulk coffee, 20o to 40o.

,.n

.

GEO. W. DICKOX

a can.

.

unWaa

I

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND ST.

Wagner Hardware

Co.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

til

no. mm

Rarebit

A

tiV? rfrlyr(3flr?rd.houMbctBiir!e
1 ow:unu Ctiaiing LUh.
iu a
Al'. a
.'!.;', n j worry iuv about fires,
i' .'p'.y u luu..'.., aui ma few tuinutca
the
M.'-'i- a::

Chafing Dish
hna

pradnc!

your
c

iafi-i(-

ueri i.

f

a

ilaintv mnnwl toreirale
to kt that your
ur7ilitd with the

I

patrntl
aramleaa' Ivory" .niH.
fix;. I pan fuuml only In
Man

ilctl

pin;;, Lowtaaa & Co. Chafing Dlahca,

sale ay

Wagnet
Co.
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Foorth and Railroad Avenue
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Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD
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Mrs. H. Chaves and children have
returned from a visit to Mr. Chaves,
who is special officer for the Santa
Fe at Isleta.
Hon. H. A. Jastro of the Albuquerque Traction company, arrived on the
limited today from a business trip to
Washington.
Ernest C. Foster, special correspondent for the Illinois State Journal,
published at Springfield, 111., Is sojourning in Albuquerque.
A. Borders was called to Helen by
telephone this morning to take charge
of a body, which he will bring to Albuquerque this evening.
II. E. Hodges, general purchasing
agent for the Santa Fe Railway company, is in the city transacting business with local tie contractors.
The contract for the Jacob Loebs
residence, to be built on North Second street, was let yesterday to Ed.
Gertlg. The work is be begun at once.
Preciliana Castillo de Aragon asks
the district court to grant her a divorce from Francisco Aragon on the
grounds of abandonment.
Elfego
Baca appears as her attorney.
William Mcintosh, the sheep raiser,
is in receipt of a letter from H. .
Jackson, known to the pioneers of
New Mexico as "Happy Jack," who is
spending his reclining days at Alberta
Canada.
Sylvester Petty was picked up . by
the police last night in an intoxicated
condition. He was asleep on the
streets. This morning Judge Craig
assessed the usual fine and trimmings.
Weather permitting, the American
Lumber company band will give an
open air concert this evening at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Third
street. The concert will begin at 8
o'clock.
Word reached the city yesterday
that Mrs. A. L. Newton, formerly of
this city, hud suffered a fractured skull
In a fall from a street car in Los Angeles, and that her condition was considered serious.
A called meeting of the Ladies' Aid
society of the First Methodist Episcopal church will be held in the church
parlors Monduy afternoon,
at 3
o'clock sharp. A full attendance is
desired. Strangers welcome.
Mrs. Belle Lee of 315 South Broadway, had a pleasant visit yesterday
from her nephew and niece, Mr. and
Mrs. M. B. Elliott, of Washington, D.
C, who were in the city between
trains, while en route to California.
President B. L. Cobb and Secretary
Charley E. Starkey of the Tres Ami-gMining Co., of Chihuahua, Mex.,
arrived here from Chihuahua
last
night and will spend several days
here In the Interests of the company.
Mrs. Fred Lewis returned home this
morning from a visit to friends In the
City of Mexico. Mrs. Lewis' visit was
cut short by the illness of her mother,
Mrs. L. J. Uummell. of 222 West Silver avenue. However, the latter Is
reported some better toduy.
C. F. Jones, a well known business
man of Las Vegas, is here looking after some business interests. Rumor
hath it that Mr. Jones is to dispose
of realty interests in Albuquerque and
Las Vegas and later remove to California, where he will embark In business.

Diamond., Watches, Jewelry, Cat Glut. Clocks, Silverware.
yoar trade and guarantee A 6QUARE DEAL.

x

a. ni

os

j:ure

FOR

2

D. C.

for Coffee

Packages, 25o and 85o per lb.
1 lb. tins. 45c.

about

Slnnb rnmc down from Santa Fe
lnt night.
Don't neglect paying your poll tax
before March 1st.
If Washington had lived until now
he would be 176 years of age.
Chus. S. Peterson of the Iis Vegas
Optic. Is In the rlty to remain over
Sunday.
A. Mennet, chief salesman for the
Browne & Munr.anares Co., at Las Vegas, Is here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles While have
gone to Denver for a short visit to
relatives.
T. Y. Maynard, the jeweler and
watch Inspector, returned home this
morning from a visit to El Paso.
Cade Sllvey, chief of the secret serFe
vice department of the Santa
coast lines, arrived from the west this
morning.
Col. It. E. Twltchell. assistant attorney for the Santa Fe railway, is
In the city from Las Vegas on company business.
The First Ward boys beat the Central school team in a game of base
ball played yesterday afternoon, by a
score of 27 to 25.
Hon. Solomon Luna returned on
the limited today from an extended
trip to New York and Washington,

$1,65 to 3.00

Canras Oxfords, white
or gray - -

C'XN.

9

A.

We have just received some of
the latest stive low shoes in
Douglas, Vici Kid and Patent
Kid.
Their graceful shapes are a de
light to the eye, their perfect fit .nakes the feet comfortable
and their splendid wear and low
prices are easy on the pocketbook.
Patent

8
4

fr

AVE.
We inTlte
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Sheriff Cunningham of Georgetown,

Colo., wired Chief of Police McMillln

this afternoon from Santa Fe, that he
would be down this evening to get
Chas. Cobb and W. B. Strickland,
MeCORMICK.
LIQUOR HABIT Cl'ltED.
622 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
DOCTOR

EVENING

CITIZEN

Governor Hagerman having honoied
the requisitions from Colorado. Cobb
And Strickland are wanted at Georgetown for the assualt and robbery of
Chinaman. They were arrested here
a few days ago by the police.
Alfred Bambrook and W. D. Young
hare returned from Mt. Vernon, 111.,
where they accompanied the body of
John J. iiambrook, who died in Albuquerque on Feb. 8. The funeral was
held In Mt. Vernon February 13. Mr.
Bambrook was a member of Temple
Lodge No. , A. F. & A. M. of Albuquerque. His funeral was In charge
of the Masonic order at Mt. Vernon,
where relatives reside. He had resided In Albuquerque for thirteen years
and was employed as a pattern maker
at the Santa Fe shops.
The
Longfellow
entertainment,
which was to have been given by the
Ladles' Aid society of the Congregational church on February 26, has
been postponed to Tuesday evening,
March 6th. A good program consisting of special music, tableaux, etc.,
will be given.
The University of New Mexico Dramatic club, which has been recently
organized, will present "Out West," at
the Casino on next Friday evening.
The play Is a burlesque on "all the
law west of the Pecos." It will be under the personal direction of Prof. J.
H. Crum.
Geo. E. Denney, for many years
postmaster of Old Albuquerque, is one
of the organizers of the T. R. Cudahy
company carries a life like picture of
ver. operating at Ely, Nevada. Advertising matter being sent out by the
company carries a llfellfe picture of
Mr. Denney.
Roderick Stover and Maynard Gun-shave have returned from a visit
to Roswell and other cities in eastern
New
Mexico
and western Texas,
where Mr. Gunsul and other Albuquerque capitalists have interests. Mr.
Stover is consulting engineer for the
Gunsul Interests.
Mrs. Ralph Hunt of El Paso will
arrive In the city Monday morning.
Accompanied by Dr. Wroth she will
take Miss Hunt to California
that
evening. Miss Hunt has been seri111
ously
for several months past and
The Citizen understands that she Is
convalescing rapidly.
Her many
friends here hope that she may speedily recover her health again.
Miss Margaret Cowers of Toledo,
Ohio, will make her future home In
Albuquerque. She arrived here yesterday.
Miss Cowers was formerly
Muemployed by the Whitney-Currisic Co. of Toledo, Ohio, as head bookkeeper. She resigned her position,
which she had held for the past two
years, to live In the sunshine territory
where she seeks rest and relief from
the rigorous lake breezes.
Women's house shoes, toe slippers,
strap sandals and Julletes. Neat
looking, easy on the feet, well wearing. Prices range from $1.10 to
$2.00. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.
ul

New Shirts
in fancy Negligee Shirts is now on display
75c, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 up to 2,50

---

rJ.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second

V
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l--

St

119 West Gold Avenue

In the purchase of a Piano

TODAY

asthe-quantity-

:

toCether

WITH STYLE AND FIT
ANDVARIETTY! WELL YOU,
SHOULD SEE THEM

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

BUSTER BRoVW

Do It Today
Learnard
Ctlsbllthet

&

Lindemann,
206 W. (fold

90

"

COAL

Genuine American
ton
Oerrlllos Lump

Aresnt

per

block,

ta.BO
$0.60
$8.60
$0.00

Anthracite Nnt

Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$S.60
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$9.26

IV.

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

....

Sawa

tl
'

Why so much good cloth Is was ted because It Is not made np right we
cannot understand. Yon know though that a great part of the good
suits.
cloth that Is made Is mistreated by being put Into
Fit Is a tiling we look to when we buy our goods. Might yon not Just
as well go to a store that has g ood fitting goods? Clothes that fit
feel better, and good clothes that fit make a man feel better. We can
s.
sell yon suits and
top-coat-

The firm of Lommorl A Matteuccl
corner Seventh and Tljeraa, will hereafter be known as

CBAMPIONGROCERV
Our

new- -

telephone

The Railroad Avonuo Clothier

CO.

number

Is 61.

mm
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Cepptr Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

J. n. LOTT,

General house, window and yard
cleaner, etc. 'Phone 862; residence
821 South Arno.

in Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

j

DON'T' FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
SUNDAY
FOR ' YOUR
DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
.
CENTS.
POUND SALE.

A bay pony, weighing

about 600
pounds, with brands on left hip and
left shoulder, white spot in forehead,
will Te sold under the hammer at the
city building Thursday morning, Feb.
26, 1907,' at 10 o'clock.
By order of
c'
THOS. McMILLIN,
City Marshal.
FOR
YOURS
THE TAKING-FR- EE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE

TO THE rUBLIC.

the undersigned, have this day
sold to the Wagner Hardware company the stock and good will of the
company,
Albuquerque
Hardware
We,

who will collect all accounts due sold
Albuquerque Hardware company and
pay ull bills contracted by said company. Wo also, hi this connection
wish to thank you kindly for the very
Utieral patronage extended to the Albuquerque Hardware company In the
past, and trust you will continue the
Hame courtesy to the new company.
Yours very truly,
WHITNEY COMPANY.
TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

HONEY

0
0
00

Wholesale and Retail:

HARDWARE

O
O

0

o
O

(r

o
0

Mah Orders Solicited

49

$

$31 lie." 11 7. mouth' rirmt Sttrmot
dot,

doa. North riratmtroot

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Nice

$1.00.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$.60
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$8.60
PER TON

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
AND $2.75
5
FOR
92-2-

John

Beaven

S.

List your property with

Live Men
&

Jones

tlO South Second St.

R.R.

BOUGHT. SOLD

AND

EXCHANGED

A$telatloa Offle
Transactions
Cuarmnto

ROSENFIEID'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

'

"

THf
DANCKCHOOL
'

;

HCtes

Free

o

Iron Pipe. Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

TICKETS

This is the largest line of fine goods in the city,
glance at them will convince you.

THAT the Amountof Goods
ALL
rJ YOUR GARMENT
LT
THAT 15 NEC JJAKY. WET
HAVE" THE QUALITY AS WELL

MO IV

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENT 8.
Coming "Out West."

Crawford
SHIRTS

IfOT- -

RESOLVED

THE LATEST
IMPORTATIONS'

We can ave you money

CITY

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Our elegant new Spring Line of the Latest Creations

Believe Us

er

WOOD

4

SATtJRDAT, rEBRUART tS,

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona (or life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made heret
ness written.
It can if
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

V

